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Commissioners Proceeding.
Present full board.
A. E Trujuillo was appointed con
stable and Vidal Lujan. j p. of pre
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and happiness. To quit suddenly is Wanted, to Buy u Team of Horses.
too severe a bock to the system, as
Anyone wishing to sell a good well
tobacco to an inverate user becomes broke team of horses aged about 5 to 8
weight about 1200 to 1500 lbs. apiece,
a stemulant that bis
continupossible, inquire of Mor-allally craves.
is a scientific matched if
Gallup, N. M.
Brothers,
enre for the tobaceu habit, in all its
forms, carefully compounded after
First class household furniture and
the formula of an eminent Berlin a good horse for sale. Apply at The
physician who has nseil it in bis pri- Times office.
vate prae ice since 1812, without a
Geo. S. Hood has an excellent 160
failure, purelv vegetable and guaranteed perfectly harmless. You can acre ranch for sale. 4 acres in orchard
use all the tobacco you want while 18 in alfalfa, house, corrals, stables
o;
it will notify yon about six miles east of Farmington.
taking
Sale on easy ternm.
when to stop. We give a written
A bargain in men's & bovs' straw hats. All kinds
Navajo Blankets
guarantee to permanently enre any
Dr. A. Rosenthal has got a fine
it
case with three boxes or refund the
saddle horse for sale.
money with 10 per cent interest.
o
is not a substitute but a
scientific cure that cures without the
Hid of will power and with no incon- venience. It leaves the system as
The easiest riding machine made, Will bo sold at factory prices deliv
pure and free from nicotine as the day
PRODUCE
ercd here.
you took your first chew or smoke.
COMMISSION .
Sold by nil druggists with our iron
clad guarantee, at 1 per box, three
MERCHANT.
boxes (JW days treatment) $'2 50, or
sent direct upon receipt of price. Send
Durango
Colo.
six 2 cent stamps for sample box,
booklet and mof s f,'eo Eureka
Chemical & Manufacturing Oofnpnny, iviHiimacturui;
Chemists, ija
W.W.BREblN.W.D.J.C,
fl5m6
Cross". Wis.
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Runaway Accident,

J. B. Wood, wlien on his way from
Durango came up w.ih a wagon and
term. The horses had bolted, frightened at at a cow, and dashed off,
throwing out the occupants of the
wagon, Mrs. Bird, Mrs. Alexander and
Mrs. Whitney. Mrs. Alexander had
her right wrist broken. Mrs. Whitney who is a very heavy woman was
thrown heavily and much bruised and
shaken. Mrs. Bird fortunately escaped
The ladies were rendered
e.very assistance by Mr. Woods and
others and at last accounts were recovering from the effects of this dangerous accident

Hall's Catarrh Cur'.

Toledo. 0.
Walding, Kinnan
sale ilriit-'iwts- .

Marvin, wholeToledp, O
HhUn Citarrh Cure ik laki-in
tenn'.H , iicting directly npon the
blooil lid inni'i'iiH Harfaoi'8 of the
Pr ce 75c tier huie. Sold
HVs'eni.
Testininnials free
by all in dggists
&

GYNACOLOGY,

01 HOTEL

FARM

n

J. A. LAUGHREN, Propr.

11

First-Clas-

Accommodations

s

At

GET THE BEST

When you are about to buy a Sewing Machine
do not be deceived by alluring advertisements
nnd be led to think you can get the best made,
finest finished and

Reasonable Rates.

New Mexico

Farming-to-

Most Popular
H.S. WILLIAMS., M.D..C. M.
P. & 8., London , Kngland.
(Jiiuon's Dnivorsity,

L. K

New Home

SPECIALTY Kje, Ear. Nosoand

hroat,

Menial Didimses.

Building.

n

Durengro

:

:

Colorado

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

Correspondence.
Laroo, Oct. 8. -- The

Sumcinl

HOME SEWIHG MACHINE CO.
Index says in THE NEW
Miss. BOSTO, 1UM. BUnoK8AM.K.T
an article lately, ''Success to Welsh Obavoi,
Dujj. Tews.
Cuicioo, III. St. Loou, Mo.
3aK fftAJt CISCO, CiL. ATLAHTA, U.
in his undertaking to hold his own."
FOR SALS BY
It seems that the colonel failed to com310 N. 11th St., St. Louis, Mo,
ply with the law. to the letter in making his filing," and some of his friends
acted as busybodies, and a filing was
placed upon his orchard and improvements, taking advantage of hie delin
quency. The colonel has filed a con
test, as tne law says that to file a
homestead the person must be upon
the land and have Improvements
thereon. Besides he must make it his
permanent home.
How many tare
holding land thin and how many are
trying to beat the government' by
f'raua? Echo answers, how many;
and busybodies in other people's
business at that. The colonel njiade
the trip in eight days; wag put to a
great deal of trouble; but all good; citizens hope he may succeed, as he is one
nl Sun Juan's best citizens an d tax
payers. Success to t ho colonel.

Dr.

A. Rosenthal,

PHYSICIAN

and SURGEON,

FARMINGTON,

lilt

Farmington, N.

N- -

How to Cure Yourself While Usfing
The tobacco habit grows on
ihj'il his nervous system is se

affected, impairing

health,

'
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Graff, Prop'!
GENERAL AND M A C H
Blacksmi thing.

Newton

Carriages, Buaies and Wagons Mad
Repaired. Painting and Trimming.

Horseshoeing a Spcialj

South
Farmington.
TOWN

LOTS

Eighty acres of land immediately adjoining the town of
The lots are one acre each and will be sold on
VERY EASY TERMS.
good WBter right goos with each lot. The north
is only two blocks from the

M.

SEW SALOON.

alho

GOOD FARM
Adapted to the raising of
ptnroH, pruDfH, grapes and all
whicli a person can eelect one
A

M:

BUSINESS
have 400 acrps of

PRINCIPAL

STREET

Visitors Cordially Invited.

GTON, NEW MEXICO.

OF F

AND ORCHARD
apples, peaches, nect
other deciduous fro
i
ot tne

BEST FARMS IN THE COfJN
large amount of my land is under cultivation

bearing orchards.
I sell my own land and can thereby fave yon
sion. Call on me or address me look box 777.
TfARTlirNfiTON.

N.

T. C.
1

T T

"

ML

S. R.
L

BRru
1

'

T"VJ

uof nis
Has oocnea
r
First Class Wines. Liquo'rs, and Cigars Dry Goods in the Prewitt

TOIIACCOi

(train and Fovisiousl

Next door to F. R. Grahams' warehouse.

I

W,B.KORN,PROP.

DON'T STOP

Prait,

Hay,

A

BOWMAN BBOS,

GRAND

MANAdEI

of ranch produce liundled.

All kinds

I have subdivided and laid out in

It has Automatic Tension, Double Peed, alike

on both sides of needle patented), no other has
it ; New Stand ( patented), driving whnl hinged
on adjustable centers, thus reducing fttictlpn to

s WEIGHTMAN

Canada.

Light Running
There Is none In the wprld that
can equal in mechanical construction, durability of working
parts, fineness of finish, beauty
In appearance, or has as many
Improvements as the

W.

I

for a mere song, See to it that
vou buy from reliable manu-

facturers that hnvc pained a
i eputution by honestand squaro
dealing, vou will then get a
Sewing Machino that is noted
the world over for its durability. You want the one that
is easiest to manage and is

roKerae.

5

Spcci.'.lueti,

i

the minimum.

Largo.

Graduate Trinity University; Toronto.

HKNK& Co., Props , Toledo, O.
SURGERY,
We, tli undersi ned, have known GENITO-URINARF. J. Cheney for the lust 15 years
ETRIC1URE, ETO.
and behove him perfect y honorable
in all hminess transactions and fi Office in of rear Sun .luan Drug Store.
nancially able to cany out any oblr DURANGO
:
:
COLORADO
gsiions made by their firm.
West & TtU'X, whohale drnggisis,
F.

1

Fuml of

Mwmm.
Commission, Storage &

-

48 no

75

The Monarch Bicycle
F. M. PIERCE.

so

M

SHOES

for

A-gei-
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LADIES'

For cash for the next thirty days.

Baco-Cur-

We offer one hundred dollars reie
js ward for any cuse of catarrh that can- -

1

RATES ON CLOTHING
AND

20 oo

28

PIERCE.

Will make

o

v

CUT

i 98
o

82.00 PER YEAR

yi-te-

9.

c

H H

l$96.

11,

F. M.

Petition presented from preelnct3
for public road to connect the river
bottom road with the mesa road at
John Real's place, Harry Allen appointed road viewer.
Petition for change of road in pre-no? 2, 2 miles bf low Aztec on east
id3 of river, change granted on condition that the new line is fixed for
travel as good as the old line.
R. A. Fisher of Largo presented
proof of having paid tax of H. B. Bui
ard agent, for 1890, f 19 and for 1891,
878.40, to J. C. Carson and said am'ts
Wore credited to H. B. Bollard, agent,
jir.d charged to J. 0. Carson as the
monev has not been accounted for by
'arson.
Scnool district 21 voted a school tax
rt 5m. for school purposes, approved
by the board.
Tire following assessments were reduced:
Harvey McCoy, $54. Jcss;o and M.
Kello, $22. C. C. Pinkney allowed exemption as ijead of family, omitted on
assessment of 1895 Fred Tully allow- d frnit exemption, '92,813.80, MM, 13.
!,. Welsh reduced on assessment '96,
$25. S. R. Blake reduced '95, 8817.50.
S P Odinkirlc, reduced '95 $725. J.
A. Koontz, reduced '95, 638,33.
Tli" following bills were allowed:
.1
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ington.
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A

C

CHARACTER!'

POULTNl

WW MEXICO.

got the language, or a big piece of It,
and then to Peking. He made a highly
W. R. BOWMAN,
adventurous trip to the Great Wall ol
China and beyond, the account of which
he subsequently published In a book Illustrated by himself, in consequence of
which it hung Are In the second edition.
He returned to California and did the
Great West, without being inspired by
Practices in all State, Territorial
the steer Industry or the possibilities ot
V
town lots. Back In New Haven he was
and Federal Courts.
discovered and graduated in '79. He
studied law, but nature asserted itself
and he went to London as a foreign
correspondent
York
for the New
Herald. He married Miss Jaffray, of Farmington,
New Mexico.
New York, and it was just after my
rediscovery of him when, one sunny
morning in the early spring, he walked
out of the office of the Outing magazine, of which he was editor and part
owner. The mania for travel hail seized
him, and the magazine had to wait.
This episode will Indicate that he could
V. R. N. GREAVES,
never have been a distinguished business man in the sense that BradBtreet
Attorney at Law,
would indicate.
He had now "struck his gait." as It
Farmington. New Mexico.
were. He followed literature and his
own Inclinations, which took him all
ardent
over Europe.
He was an
canoeist one of the most adventurous
of the cult, in fact, and has paddled
his Bob Hoy over nearly every large
river in Europe and many here. He
was the first man to paddle a canoe
through the Iron Gates of the Danube,
DR. A. ROSENTHAL,
ahd to sail one around the islands of
St. Thomas and St. Kitts in the Caribbean Sea. I knew of this fame of his.
and desiring to catch a few beams of
We sereflected light, I participated
Russian coast of the Baltic
lected
AND
as a likely place, but up in St. Petersburg the Russians took the view that
we had better not do the thing, and as
they had all the arguments on their
side, we gave up the enterprise.
FRBDBR1 C B E M N '.TON.

PAN.

;etch of

:elow.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

a Boy HI PtayMI with
the
Now
Present Knirnii I" GnuM
Writing a IIUtoryBtr the Kuiplre Is
a Ureat Traveler.

When

When Corbett dell vera his mw!j
lla will go ivUd.
vented "rlb-roa- i

1

The Chicago triplet a bicycle built
three is stiid to be the fastest machine out.
Cor

(Copyright. UN. hr
iiy

ei

en..

rrom

U

Pl
na
LLY

S
Mrs. Lee, a new woman in Utah,

tuses

let her husband kiss her.
that awful?
i

fe-

Mr.

in't

It
Bige-a-

ll

himself
ican; and
;

1

Is begin-b-

e

used in
sense
vers every

Arizona conies to the front with a
petrified human heart. That's mighty
hard to beat.

a

believes

In

destinies
He
ktscjjy
hu m ulditinnal
long line
4
ending in
of New England ancesl
Mr. John Bigelow, who iyLi
father.
Bigelow himself will no doubt be highly
offended when I call him a Cosmopolitan, or a citizen of the world,, but since
that will not invalidate his claims as to
the detail of his Americansm. I shall
so describe him; and, afterv all. it Is
much more difficult to be a cosmopolitan
than an American, or any other person
with ono language, one set of pre., udii esj,
and curious hour for eatins hip break"
fast. The reason why 1 am asked to
write about Mr. Bigelow is that I discovered him. It was in 1879, w!,:le
was the editor of the Yale Courant I
had such aspirations us all artists have,
and I discovered that he would print one
of my pictures, which he did, so I lay
claim to the original discovery of Mr.
Bigelow; and also, I can add to that, I
made a rediscovery some years later,
when he published some more of my
pictures in his magazine. Outing. He
sinned against the public, and cannot
expect me to divide the responsibility.
This sketch is supposed to be a biographical shy at him. but I think biographies Interest no one but the subject
of them until they are about roughly
1

A Mrs. Goode Feeder has opened a
boarding house at Ellinwood. Kas.
She's said to be a good Feeder.

The president's new girl baby having been named, the affairs at Washington society may now proceed.
As soon as England gets her new
$100,000,000 worth of modern war cruisers equipped she will be ready for ar-

bitration.
Michigan has decided that for udia,
cial purposes an oath administered by
telephone is binding.
That d'jfision
seems to be sound.

It is refreshing to learn from Oklahoma that the Kingfisher girl who was
cruelly thrown on the world got u? and
led her bicycle home.
A Pagosa Springs. Col., editor insulted the visiting school ma'ms by Baying
that their legs would not till umbrella
covers. Did they wear bloomers?
All men are
The MW
bells put in street cars that are rung by
the foot are never sounded by the l?ft
men
foot, it is said. Even
find their right feet most useful.
right-foote-

d.

public.

I

Durango.

Established 1881.
' - $87,000x0
Paid in capital
16,000.00
fSurplus fund
OFFICERS: A. P. Camp, President; John

L.
McNeil, V. P. ; Wm. P. Vaile, Cashier.

for first class

uvorH

-- goto

B. GLASER,

Impomihq Thilor
He employs none but fuM class tailors
to do his work.

PHYSICIAN

l'

or

The First National Bank

Mail orders promptly attended to.

. . .

Durango. Colo.

BOX 553.

THE DURANGO
Cornice and Sheet Metal Works
Prop.

C. F. ARMSTRONG,

SlRGtEON. Galvanized Iron
ANI
Copper Cornices.
Patent

MARY

A. R.

UVERMORE.

Noted Woman
Biographical sketch of
Reformer.
Mary Aahton Rice Llvermore was
9,
horn in Boston, Mass., December
ISL'l.
She IB of Welsh descent and her
father was an active tighter in the navy
11

'

I5r7

Farmington,

New Mexico.

Iron Skylights. Tin Roofing.
Mail orders Solicited.

3d door below Strater hotel.
DURANfjO,
COLO.

L. L. HENRY,

Santa Fe

ioute.

ATT0BNEY.

left-hand-

The New York boy who tried to cure
a sore foot by bathing it in the Chicago
river, and bad to be carried awa
could get a big job on a Gotham paper
now if he could only limp back home.

THE
Aztec,

General Campos is regarded by the
Cuban insurgents as a valuable piece of
property. They offer a reward oi
$5,000 for him. General Campos woi-tdo well
to keep
within "a hollfjw

New Mexico.

SHOlP IilNB

H. B. HAWKINS,

TO

d

COUNTY SURVEYOR

square."

AND

The governors of twenty states have
to attend the dedicatory ser
vices of the Chicknmauca battle-fiel111
II VYa
Wi lt.
ouuit Ul
not so pleasant as it will be made In
LSeptember.

CIVIL ENGINEER.

CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS

Mapping and platting of all kinds

11

KANSAS C'Y

promptly done.
FarmiTkrton,

New Mexicc

that sea serpent turns out o
lonly "a dead menagerie snake," pofc- 5ince

ly New York may relent and allow
rum to be sold on Sunday again
avert the deep sorrow now over- LeliRing Gothatnites.

and

Through Pullman Sleepers
Without

THe Commercial Hotel

Change-

-

1

BnrgBH, Proprietor

T. F.

linnie Williams is an unfortunate
e.
Two girls bearing
the name

Durango. - Colorado

recently, one, it
Leged, by H. H. Holmes in Chi- the other, it is alleged, by Theo- Durant in San Francisco.
been murdered

EVERYTHING

fathers with
ers must needs learn

See that your tickets read via this line.
Agents of the company will furnish
time tables on application.

6.
E.

O.

T. A..

COPLAND, General Agent.
El Paso, Texas.

PHELPS,
ic

BOOT0SHOB

stooper is no more cruel to
in the driver who hogs his
MARY ASHTON RICE LIVERMORE.
sad up in the air is to that
rhe stooper, in fact, may be
e
speaking a hundred years out of print. in the war of 1812. Her mother was a
descendant of the
n
English
ithstanding that his opera- - There are exceptions to this rule, but descendant of a
family. The girl received a thorough
I do not think Rigelow would advance
in entirely different direc- any
claims. In order to progress I must education in the Boston public schools,
First class word done. . . .
say he was born in 1855, and he himself then graduated at a female seminary at
began to be interested in what was go- Charlestown, Mass., and acquired. In Leave orders at P. O. at Farmington,
addition to what an ordinary girl would
truly said: When ing on in the world when he found himman wants an Indian reser- - self In Paris, at the age of five years, get, a thorough classical education.
his father,
She was then engaged as a teacher to
i?d he begins to hint about where he had been taken by
GRAND
who was an Amerlean minister. He was go to Virginia and among her duties
fut danger of an Indian up there for seven years, and absorbed his was the teaching of a lot of slaves atthe white man keeps it up French through his skin. His French to tached to a plantation. She came back
ItalBBBat lie wants " This this day is not of the experimental
a pronounced abolitionist. She taught
soothing axiom that kind, but something which any cabman in a private school near Boston on her
F. B. ALLEN, Proprietor.
I
The years from 1870 return, but had acquired the gift
for nothing until he can understand.
and of talking in public and utilized that
known to work won- - to 1873 were spent in Germany,played
New Mexico.
Farmington,
power for talking against slavery and
there he absorbed German and
at Cooper's Indians with the boy who the slave trade. In 1845 she had become
is now Emperor of Germany, and was the wife of the Rev. E. P. Llvermore, a
Ie surprise is Indi- - duly "rounded up" and spanked by the Unlversallst minister, and, their tastes
Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constantand aims being similar, they worked tolines in sundry ax- - same pedagogue.
ly on hand.
""X
gether happily and effectively. In 1857
He had Inherited the English lanlesident Cleveland sn guage,
and Sale Stable and Corral in conFeed
Chicago,
two
more,
to
where
having
couple
absorbed
removed
and
the
ip and quietly awaited
I
nection.
the microbe of cosmopolitanism began Mrs. Llvermore assisted her husband
lit is hair cut." What to generate. He lost his taste for herdIn the publication of the Universalis
him do? Yank the ing sheep In Colorado, or ploughing up organ for the Mississippi valley. She
SAM J. HOOD,
out, and offer to fight the gray turf of the bounding west, or was earnest in all that pertained to asfor his place? Some some other American career which sisting the Union troops during the war,
open to him. The cul
and made a most creditable record,
Kently'strange ideas of might have been germ
Manufacturer of
has gone on ever which was widely recognized. Since
tivation of this
luette.
and Dealor in
since. In such a way mat it makes a the war Mrs. Llvermore has been best
very long story. Its first manifestation
known as associated with the woman
it will be ad- - was at the end of his freshman year suffrage movement in the United States.
Rough and Dressed Lumber.
bs men who do at Tale, when his health gave out. He She is the author of a number of work,
sailing-vesseon
a
may
world
among
the
be
around
mentioned
which
started
"What
'wspaper, not- Cape Horn, Shall We Do with Our Daughters?"
They doubled
and
Shingles,
they depend wound around the shores of New and
a number of articles In the Arena,
t, and do ad Guinea, and the ship was totally the Chautauquan, the Christian AdBoxoijaterial.
ulter outside wrecked on the Japanese coast, and the vocate, and Women's Journal. She is
Mitts artd yard nine miles East of Dunewspapers freshman got on shore by a miracle. at present a resident of Chicago.
s advertise- - Some Japanese wood-c- u Iters had to be
rango. P. O. address, box 120,
Exhaustive experiments in the cultinot to end
a boat-boo- k
llne of busi- - persuaded withyoung
life right there. vation of tea are soon to be made in Durango.
Colo
Ithem why his promising
He Itald in Japan three montnf, nud Russia
hog-bridl-

well-know-

f-

The

LIVERY STABLE.

l.

&

Topeka, Kansas.

charmlig
to ride the

The young people have dis- the advantages of the wheel as
l6ry to the elopement act, and
ler on horseback, unless he owns
'not in it."

T. NICHOLSON. G. P.

FIRST-CLAS-

llath
Fruit

Pacific R, R.

&

(Western Division)
CONNECTIONS.
ALBUQUERQUE! A. T. & A. P. B. R. for
:UI niulits east und .south.
ASI TroilK -- Santo Ke, Praaeo & PUaauU
ufftva)' lor potato hi aentmi and sotltbtati

Samoa,

BLAKE Nevada Southern ran war tor Mojitpl
and connection with stage lines for Vaodor- bilt and mining districts north.
BARSTOW-South- ern
California railway (or
Los Angeles, San Diego and other California
points.
MOJAVE
Southern Pacific Company for
San ETranolaCQ, Sacramento
and nthar
Northern Calltornlau poiiitH.

Pullman Palaee Sleeping Cars.
SluuitUiK car paaoauKM hatween San Kaii
ttiaw). Uw Annate or San Dingo and (Mffon-- :'
do net have to abaaxe cun.

The Atlantic

&

Pacific Railroad,

The Great Middle Route across the American
Continent in connection with the mil ways of
the
"Santa F Route."
Liberal Management.
Superior Facilities,
Picturesque Scenery,
f
Excellent Accommodation.
The Grand Canon of the Colorado, the moat
Until lire of nt turn's work on the earth, indescribable, can easily be reached via Flagstaff,
(Williams or Beach Springs, on this road. To
ihe Natural Bridge of Arizona and Montezuma's
vVell you can journey most directly by this line.
QJbserve the ancient Indian civilization of
or of Acoma, "Tho City of the Sky." Visit the petrified forest near Carriio. See and
niarvel at the freak of (anon Diablo. Take a
hunting trip in the mngmncont pine forests of
till' San Francisco mountains. Find interest in
thja ruins of tho prehistoric Cave and Cliff
Dwellers. View the lomreat cantilever bridge
ini Amedr.i across the Colorado river.
O. H. tU'EHHt.
J V . imtaiE,
Aaat. liaa. Haas , ajh
uiuou WutM. Ajt..
seti irswmnm.-u.iaii- .
j w ouwon. Ual.
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THE BANNOCK INDIANS
SOME

INTERESTING

FACTS

ABOUT THE TRIBE.
Numerous, bat Hardy sad Athletic Braves. Who Are Kipert Hone-meClever Shoti, and Said to Be
Good Fighters.

Not

to the
(lata relative to the
Bannock
Indians
obtainable at the
Indian Bureau and
the Bureau of Ethnology, the tribe
now on the warpath is not numerous. In the latest
report of the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs it is stated that the Bannocks number 441 persons. 219 males
and 222 females. Their reservation is
at Fort Hall, in the southern part of
Idaho. At the Bureau of Ethnology,
Washington,
some interesting facts
about the habits and characteristics of
the Bannocks were given to the writer
by Prof. W. J. McGee and Prof. Albert
3. Gatschet, who have had considerable
experience with this particular tribe.
Prof. McGee also produced some photographs taken by
of the
bureau, copies of which he kindly furnished for this article.
The Bannocks are what is known as
a hunting tribe. They do not take
kindly to agricultural or industrial pursuits. They depend largely upon the
national Government for their support,
and do not display any particular desire for a higher order of civilization.
In the Indian language the word Ban- CCORDING

Wyoming, which was established n
1869.
They now appear t be classed
officially as Shoshoni. Fort Hall reservation was set apart by Executive order in 1S69. and 600 Bannocks consented to remain upon it is addition to a
large number of Shoshoni. Most of
them soon wandered away, however,
and as late as 1874 an appropriation
was made to enable the Bannocks and
Shoshoni scattered
in southeastern
Idaho to be moved to the reservation.
The Bannocks at Fort Hall were said
to number 422 in 1885.
The second band was found by Gov.
Stephens in 1853, further to the north.
They then lived on Salmon River, a
branch of the Snake, in eastern Idaho.
Specific mention is not made of the
Bannocks by Lewis and Clark, who
passed through the country just north
of Salmon River in 1803. These explorers, however, may have included
them under the genera! term Shoshoni;
unless the "Broken Moccasin" Indians
mentioned by them are identical with
the Bannocks.
In all probability the Salmon River
Bannocks here mentioned had recently
crossed the mountains from the eastward owing to pressure by the Black-fee- t,
as it is certain that the former
claimed as their land the southwestern
portioiia of Montana, containing some
of the richest portions of the Territory,
in which are now situated Virginia
City, Bozeman City, and many other
towns of importance. The number of
this band in 1853 is unknown, although
Stevens remarks that they had been
more than decimated by the ravages of
and by the inroads of the
the small-po- x
In 1869 their number was
Blackfeet.
estimated not to exceed 500, probably
an overestimate,
since their lodges
numbered fifty, which would give them
about 350 persons. The estimate of

NO WILD HORSES.
All Are Said to Be Descendants of
Once Domesticated.

Highest of a

Latest U. S. Gov't Report

Leavening Power.

I nst

Is there such a thing as the wild
horse, an aboriginal or truly wild horse,
in the world now? The answer is more
than doubtful. The mustang of Mexico, the wild horse of the South American pampas, the brumbi of Australia,
all are descendants of the domesticated
animals introduced from Europe. The
first horse was landed in America a.t
Buenos Ayres in 1537. In 1580 that is,
in less than fifty years horses had
spread to regions as remote as Patagonia. In Australia the diffusion of
horses that have escaped from civilization has been quite as rapid, and in 1876
it was found necessary to shoot as many
as 7,000 wild horses in the colony of
New SoutTi Wales alone. In some parts
of Australia the horse pest has received
legislative notice. The wild horses
tempt domestic horses to join them,
and wild stallions also invade the
Australian horse runs and vitiate
choice herds in a most annoying manner. They recur to the ancestral manners In a way that is always the samo.
Each stallion has his following of
mares, ranging from a few up to forty
and even fifty, and these parties may be
separate or banded together in herds
of considerable size, even, it is said, 400
strong. The young and the weak mares
remain with a scanty or even no following. The stallion has to maintain
his supremacy by frequent combats,
which especially occur at certain seasons of the year. The animals are suspicious In the extreme, swift in flight
but bold in defence with tooth and hee!
in emergency. They range extensively
in search of pasture and water, and
when hard pressed by danger and
famine the herds break up. It is said

Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
JAPANESE

A man who tries to reform his life on ths
installment plan
gets behind la
his payments.
gem-rall-

Some Curious

Customs

of

the

Little

Orientals.
The Japanst.. ven
oi! 01! Ol!" Into a
numnoMh
The strwt t;lr!1 in Tokvo churgp ouly one
sen for h rlde7 rliat ix. half a cent.
lliey iiiak-- , their own bicycles In Japan
now ami ea.
iem jin.n sha. which means

"'I""1.'
I here
"

"H

Ml, chinaman In Yokohama named

k

japane

kite iln not huvo lulls hut lioc
Vmgs rlggiM upon them like an
irp. whleli make a noise like a

We have not been without Plao'l Cure for
Consumption for 'At years. I.lzzle Ferrel,
Camp street. Uarrtsburg. Pa.. May 4, '94.
It Is a
fact that oil and water
will uot mix.
If this were only true of
milk and water how happy we would be.
Ms ) Ialluenees Coinbl e to Reduo
health to the danger limit. The reviving properties
of Parkers Ginger Tonic best overcome these Ills.

Everything goes at a rapid pace these
days. Kven the makers of slocking boldly
assert thut the inlors are fast.
The .li.anese folil the klmino from left
I Teryon"
Is
Knows How
po ngni
tion the living anil from right to to suffer with rorni, and they are notItconducive to
left np
the tlifiil. anil It Is a very tiail graceful walking. Kemove them with Hlndercorns.
omen t ;'et mixed up on that mutter, as for- elj;ner
ually ilo.
There are lots of folks who have an aver-taolite
Hills .. tit tlio iiil.1i, .
...,U ii ri. mi
to ghosts, but those who like spirits
fomei'f coording to crude.
are In the majority.
In Japan are very frequent. The
"oll'f'rs
hunks J icogntae forty-one- .
and suspend bust- ne IH'('m' annually,
"'im
rhejpapaneee soldiers wear on the top of In Our Great Grandfather's Time,
their umip.sueks mtle tin arrauRfinents that
big bulky pills were in
nav '.hen rise to the Btorj that the entire
general use. Like the
;'" In 1'hiim was furnished with neid
blunderbuss" of
BjaMta,
Dot they are not tlelil Klasses at
that decade they
alii 'tit only little cylinder! whlOIl contain
were big and clumnitions of rice.
';"''
ineffecsy, but
''''Toro every temple in Japan Is either a
tive. In this cent- fountain r a tank Oiled with running water.
of enlighten
Ire people may bathe their hamls. anil
r fai .'s. too. if tliev please, liefore they
ment, we have
heir prayers.
Dr. Pierce's
ore s a suirirestioii of Palm Sunilav in
Pleasant PelVF Japanese custom of hanging a little
lets, which
the .limr tt
frh1n offirst das over
cure all liver,
of Ituw
in nearly every block in Japanese cities
stomach ana
' a( public oven, where, for a small fee.
bowel de
illRe wives nut linvo tli.tli. .liiiniu- - anil ami
rangements t n
r.i'R eookeil for fcham.
It las lrrent measure
the most effecijt economy. They prepare the dishes ready
tive way.
or cooking at home, then take them to the
ven, anil while thev are isiokinir sit around
If people
would pay more
innd gossip with others who are there on the
sa
errand,
saves them the exnense
attention to prop
of fuel and an oven of their own, and In erly regulating the action of their bowels,
hot days their houses are not heated up by by the use
of these little "Pellets" they
i the tires.
They use the American brass baggage would have less frequent occasion to call
Check upon the railways. Chicago Hecord. for their doctor's services to subdue attacks
of dangerous diseases. The "Pellets " cure
insick and
There Is no easier way In the world for digestion, bilious headache, constipation, debilious attacks and kindred
one to lose a good name than to have tt enrangements of liver, stomach and bowels.
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We Want to Huv.
Stale. County. City and School District
and WARRANTS. Correspondence
MORRIS & WHITEHEAD,
solicited.
P.uihling.
Cooper
Denver. Colorado.
Branch: Chamber of com. Bltig, Portland, Or
A musician never knows how much his
efforts are not appreciated until the folks
in the next tint complain to the janitor.

Denver Directory.

BONDS

P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O., Proprs. ol
Hall's Catarrh Cure, offer $I'X) reward for any
case of catarrh that can not be cured by taking
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for testimonials,
free. Sold by Druggists. 75c.
A photographer lias a way of taking things
that WOUla not be tolerated In any other line
of business.

FITS All Fits stopped f r e by Dr. K line's firont
Iserve Itestorer. No Fits after the nrttday'i use.
Marvelous cures. Treatise anil 12 trial bottle free tJ
Fitou!.. Scud toLr.Kiiiic,!l ArcliSt.,Puila.,l'u.

nock is "
ern People."

It means "SouthThey have seldom sent
representatives to Washington; indeed,
the Indian officials do not recall a visit
to the Great Father from this tribe.
They are tall, athletic-lookin- g
people
great hunters, and are intelligent as a
They speak the common Snake
rule.
language familar to the tribes of the
Shoshone family.
Pan-a-i-ti- ."

They are not a progressive tribe, nor
do they multiply.
On the contrary, the
records show that they are fast becoming extinct. They are good fighters, expert horsemen, and adepts in
handling the rifle. When not engaged
in hunting they depend largely upon
the supplies they obtain from the
agency at Fort Hall. In the present
case it supposed that they wandered off
their reservation in the direction of the
National Park in the Yellowstone, In
search of game straying away from the
park. They are hardy and apparently
are well fed, and there is little sickness among them. The men and woman in general present the healthful appearance characteristic of those tribes
that live away from the seacoast.
There appear to have been originally
two geographically distinct bands or
divisions of the Bannocks, and to this
fact, which has not been understood
generally, is due much of the confusion
that has existed regarding them. The
main home of the Bannocks appears to
have been in southeastern Idaho,
whence they ranged into western
country
actually
The
Wyoming.
claimed by the chief of the southern
bands in treaty lay between latitudes 42
and 45 degrees and between the 113th
meridian and the main chain of the
Rocky Mountains. Their country thus
separated the homes of the Wihinasht
Shoshoni of western Idaho and the
Washaki Shoshoni of western Wyomin
were found
ing.
They
this
region in 1859, and then claimed
a
there,
lived
always
to have
to some extent
claim corroborated
by Bridger's statement that he had
traded with them In this country for
thirty years, which fixes their occupancy as far back at least as 1829.
They were found also in 1833 by Capt.
Bonneville on the Port Neuf, just north
of the present Fort Hall reservation.
Bridger states that when he first knew
them they numbered 1,200 lodges, or
about 8,400 persons. Many southeastern Idaho Bannocks affiliated with the
Washaki Shoshoni, and in 1859 had extensively
intermarried with them.
Some of the southeastern Bannocks, to
the number of 500 or GOO, were placed
upon the Wind reservation, western

A dentist may lie a jolly good fellow, but
lie has a way of looking down in the mouth
thut is contradictory,

"Hanson's Magic Corn Salve."

Warranted to cure or money refunded.
druggist for It. Price lo cents.
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your

Kaby Is Cutting Teeth.
that old und
remedy,

sure and use
Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing SYnvr for Children Teething- Be

slipper used judiciously will often make
dull child amort,

A
a

Wake.

TENT & AWNING

Write as.

HARNESS
I'he best
dou
$.111

ble Concord llnr-nes- s
in Colorado

tor Sis.
with
$i!0.
breeching,
'!' double team
harueM
with
breeching $ic. $2.r
steel horn stock
saddle for $lfi. Sl!
sliiKlo Iuikk.v harness for Ss.,V). Do not he
deceived by worthless Imitation! but order
direct from us and get the lowest wholesale
prices. Catalogue free. All piods stamped.
FRED MUEIXElt,
1418 Larimer street.
Denver, Colorado.
iiiMids sent tor examination.
Leather ml Shoe Findings, Manufacturers of
Hoot IBdBhoeTJpmrt,
lllnMrateiU'atalouueFree.
1 nun & Hlnm Leather
Co. 17W Lawrence 8t.

The

It is evident thut the poetess held some
thing better when she wrote'. "We want no
kings."

It the

1687

MACHINIST Hepidrn of MININC1, PllINTINO
III Machinery, etc. I'iiio threading and cutting.
I relifht elevator. Nock , Uapdde, 141r-1- 7 Wth t.

EYE. EAR.
lir.

NOSE AND

C. W.I' NOS,

AMERICAN HOUSE
'

Denver's

THE

THROAT

Mack lllock, Hitli and California

Old Kelifible

AVYM

ift'S

Hotel."

AX IMPLEMENT

Company, Denver, Colo. Hay Machinery, Farm
and guartz Wagons, Order Wagons and Buggies:
Write for prices.

CASH FOE HOUSES.

1885 includes them with the Shoshon if
and Sheepeaters
of this reservation,
and collectively they numbered 667.

Vt e are the onlj tlnn west
of the M lsrourl river
Hint does a strict commission business. Ouryards
2500 head of horses sold
and stablo I a, e tind-claslaBt year.
Geo. L. doubling k Co. J. W. Buchan-an- ,
Pen. Mgr. City Slock Yards, Denver, Colo.
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LIVE STOCK COMMISSION,
CLAY

UUHIN80N 4 CO.
Denver, Cniaha, Kansas City and Chicago. Consign your stoo k lo Iheni. You ran rely on the highest market price. Markets furnished by wire or
letter free. Let us hear from you.

NOT TO BE TAKEN.
He Might Be a Low. Down Tramp, but
He Hail an Eye t Future Risks.
I was strolling
about in Madison
Square with an artist when we
ran across such a ragged and woebegone specimen 0f the vag that
It was suggested
we secure

POTATO

Grain and Seamless Sacks. We
are headquarters for Sacks. Write
for prices.

KNOWLEDGE

that

his picture. It was lefPto me to ap- proacn mm on (.he subject and I said:
"My friend, ci0 you want to
make a
quarter in aboi,t ten minutes?"
"As to how?1' he replied.
The artist here wants to make a
sketch of you. Sit still for ten minutes
and I'll give you a quarter."
"What do you take me fur?" exclaimed the. man as he rose up. "D'ye
think because I'm hard up that I hain't
no sense le''t?"
"What's the matter with you? We
simply want to make a sketch."
"I knov it and that's what I kick on.
You malte a sketch.
It gets into the
papers ani then into the hands of the
police. By an(j by ambition incites me
to rob a bank or pick up some
other
good thjngi and there is my picture to
trip m up anr ay me by the heels.
No, 8irnot much! I'm ragged and
hungry an( aead broke, bul 'in no
chumf) to sell myself for a rjuarter of
a dollfar!"
More Highly Appreciated.
is much more respected
now tlhan in the days of chivalry.
In
those times when a man went to war he

locked his wife up in his castle, under
guard of a duenna. That shows how
much sh was respected.
She Well, anyway, if she was not
respected, so much In those days, at
least thaw shos she was more highly

appreciated.
I
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a leader and implicit? obeys him. He is the first to
face danger and give the hint to fly.
When pressed the horses form a ring,
with the mares and foals in the center,
and defend themselves vigorously with
their heels, or they close in on their opponent in dense masses and trnnip!e
him to death.
It is distinctly proven, then, th'.
there can be no aboriginal or wild
hirae in pither America or Australia,
rilth
here are tens of thousands of
.torses.

that each troop has

New

A
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Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live better than others and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence is due to its presenting
in the form most acceptable and pleasant to the taste, the refreshing and truly
beneficial properties of a perfect laxative; effectually cleansing the system,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
ana permanently curing constipation.
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
profession, because it acts on the Kidneys, Liver and Bowels without weakening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Figs is for sale by all druggists in 50c and $1 bottles, but it is manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well informed, you will not
accept any substitute if offered.

LA.

Watlcins Mtlse. Co., 1527 Wazee St.

DEN VKR,

-

COLORADO.

EVERY GIRL WANTS A FELLOW
to look nice and clean
We use nothing but putt
soap and water; gives a finer finish, more pliable, holds to shape better and Stays Clean
Much Longer when we wash them, what the
fellow? Ohl No! His shirts. cuffs and collars.
Young Fellows, club together; send us $5.01
worth of laundry at one time and we pay oipross
charges both ways, if within 1,009 miles, and
charge you only Denver prices. Agents wasted
in all outside towns. Write for price lists and
particulars. Queen City Laundry, 1248-5- 0 Curtis SI.
A

SURE CURE FOR Pll

'

Itching 1'iles known by moisture like perspiration
iutonse itching wnen warm. This form and Blind B
ing or Protruding Piles yield at once to
DR.
PILE REMED
iriucn acts mrectiy on parts affected, absorbs turn1
Jiys itching, effecting a permanent onre.
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The course or indtrut tlnn In this ActdemKfor
by the Rellgtoux of the Sacred Heart, eniW,-whorange of subjects neceaary tocunBtltuMi.
and refined education. Propriety of deportment,
sonal iietttnr8 and the principles of morality are
jeots of um eti- ing attention. Eitensivt grounds
ford the pupil- erery facility for useful bodily e)
else; the health U an object of constant sollcitu
and in dektttM they are utien led with maternal ca
Fall teim opens TueMlav, Sept. 3d. For further p

"Uefuelization" is a new word added
to the language in a story told by Senator Palmer about an Illinois farmer,
who, for several years had been sellins
him wood for $6 a cord. "This year,"
tlculars, uihinT1IK ttVPI'RlOlt,
Academy fencred Henri, St. Joseph, n
says Senator Palmer, "he came to me
vi;h a load am! I told him I did not
want it. He offered it at 2 a cord. I HAVE YOU HEARD IT ? What?
still refused, and he wanted to know
On ths II. P, and M . P, H K.'i a few miles from two lines each of the Stnta Fe and Kock Ialand.
why I would not take it at $2. I told
Cullegi diploma recognised without examination by Yale and other leading universities hare and
him I was using soft coal for which I.ISTKN!
rope. Oet the Beit! Nurmal Uoune reeogainid by tate Board
Npleudid Ittlsl ncs (Jnllctfc
ta lioent cl
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State
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I paid $1.37 a ton.
'Gosh !' he exclaimed,
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Never before in the annsls of New
Mexico has crime been so relentlessly
pursue 1, never befo e has alfon inable

11. 1895.

murderous

The Populist commissionera
...
......
Monday gave the printing to th Ai.
too Index through, probably, nn irresponsible bid nt a price that Mill not
pay the compositor. By connecting
this matter with the history of the
past true Populists will easily see the
unmistakable irend of this act of their
county representatives.
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Sot All or Hm TliUi'.
'T had an experience today ." said Mr
John a r1u. broke off n bit of hr son)
limed bnt .uat aui began daintily w
up hec CTMra of asparagus
"You hem ao lnaiiy." I replied, "tha
it should 1h no novelty, and they are !
btereating," Tfinishtd invitingly, thougk
X
knew I should get the exprrienc"
without thin little sop.
Mrs. John merely arched her eycbmwa
'"It was
8m.ill one." she went on.
"but it is ono of so many similar thai i;
et me to thfnans afterward during my
ride up towk."
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Binds. Boats and

termination as during the n.hofto Tlcinl
career of J, H. Crist. Th;.i oevotion
1
to 3uty hm earned for Crist 'hAatred
"1 was hi a shop neur a crowded comv
of the baffled gang
ter to which I ainlv tried to set
That a blow must be struct, of when I saw :i weman complete her pur
For the Next 60 Days to Make Room for Spring Stock.
course, we expected: that a nlot Vust chase, pay her money uuu stand waiting
be hatched against Crist, we ktw; for tho chan jo. I thought this an opporthat it is impossible to attack hiinAon tunity, and I spoke to hov; 'May I havi
your place,
if yeu are through?
A communication from vv. n. nar. any vital and important point, We 'Not until Iplease,
am through; she repllel
vey, the champion of free silver, in- knew; and that this invulnerability coldly, without even
turning her heal
forms us that "Coin's Publishing Co.' would drive his enemies to a mean aid and slie (.too J there nearly live minute
has been formed to disseminate free nuieuious assault, was a foresrcle ion-before parcels and coins wer
handed to her."
coinage literature throughout the peo- conclusion.
I think." i replied, "she was a tal
Thp Aihiiniifit.nA n;i:nAK :..
ple west of the Alleghany mountains
uiuish is pusinp
and south of the Potomac, river We as tne attacking party. The Citizeii pnone girl."
"She was a very disobliging woman,
aro all interested in this movement occupies the pleasing and effect ivO
certainly,"
said Mrs. John, "and at thi
position of tool to a gang.
and should support it.
elevated station 1
t another.
The accusation brought against Mr
I was carving
joint, so I only
the
The belief in the prosperity of
Nf
Crist by that organ is that of receiv-- roowieu.
in its substantial progress, is ing a bribe from a prisoner and
'I stood waiting mvturn in the lini
then
clearly shown by the improvements recommending and securing, illegally,
th two men before mn " mnf.lnnaH
s. John, "when thi
that are being planned in our town. irom tho uovernor, a commutation of
and along tho lino and calmlv thrust
Several additions are contemplated to the prisoner's sentence.
before us all."
hsclf
the residences of prominent citizenp,
Tho sum received is alleged to be
iWeli, isn't that what you call worn
Mr. Pierce and Mr. Mcllcnry amongst $250!
With this immense sum Mr.
prOL'ress?" I couldn't heln Innntrinif
others. Houses are about to be built Crist bribes himself and the governor f.nl i7
t was one woman s progress," re-by gentlemen who are coming in this of New Mexico! !!
John, "and everybody hateo
tortld Mrs.
., ..
winter with their families Our lon.'.l
The Citizen partly sueerested. and ner r it.
Manufacturer of am. Dealer in
or;ck makers and contractors are busy then growing bolder, with an
Thn she droppod her vehemence and
evident
cusoijursivo,
beeai.ie
preparing lor this influx of work. In effort to sustain l'lu riuliirhtfnl
...... jy.n,, no-o "1 was this doublo e.Tpe:ience which.
other respects 1'armiiiL! ton's outlook Berts that a crime has oeen committed
u Iaid, set uie to thmkiiiL'.
I hnimn tn
is a pleasant one to contemplate, We by the two officials.
-i we are
Wonder
M:c'ladies.'
if
at all
have also counted up over six families
In one sentence that paper says,
"Wo are
certainly
when
wo 'io
this laBt fourteen days who have had "Are all circumstances which com-- j
either of thfse selfish and unjust things,
members down here looking out loca- bine to surround the affair with a veiy nor pushing' and scrambling
around a
tions for homes. The local trade is decided air of suspicion," In ai;oih:r! bargain counter, nor spreading our skirti
stimulated by the proBpect of the
IERCE,
sentence, "make his Crin'p part of over twe seats in a filling streetcar. W
are not when in church or elsewhere v
apple sales coming up to our ex- the transaction perfectly clear "
pectation. Every effort is being made
Later the attack becomes more ven-- aro overcome wit! the co'iousnes i of
being better dressed than odieighbur?.
to secure the intervention of good omous, "What does the governor
get! nor when we aro devouring
FARMINGTON
auit of
NEW MEXICO
markets in Denver and elsewhere, and out of tho case?"
sip, repeating and enlarging upon il
wo doubt not that tne coming winter!
Lastly this effective logician asks, indeed, when wo aro scolding
thtl
and Xmas season will Qnd us prepared 'If a prosecuting attorney with a pull dren, qnarreling with
servants or reto meet with comfort (he severity of III) I'.e i.'rtllOPIl
.
n
nnn
... n Miu
luuruerer tarding, If we are boarders, ur lan-.uie one and with zest the pleasures of out of the pen for a fee of only 250,! Vidy as a neutral enemy."
the other.
an ordinary horse thief wouldn't cost!
i neipcu JUTS. .Join;,
last summer in tho mountains thai
more
than $15."
The fair week was thoroughly en
healthy young woman refused to givi
A T T A A T
We are sorry to eo the Citizen plac-injoyod by a goodly number of visitors
in her big room over Sunday to
itself in the position of hired in- modatn four persons with no otheroccom
from Darango, Gallup and elsewhere.
Bh( '
The three baseball games that formed strument. That its articles are die-- tcr, wiiilo a perfectly comfortable single
part of the program were i be occasion tated as to subject, and directed as to room was at her disposal, and it had
Deca in tho bond of hoi' contract at low
of wholesome rivalry and Bevtral up- objeot, there can bo no doubt
rat
that the should occasionally, if
No suggestion is made at the outset;
sets to punlie opinion. As far as the
rearRrud"
a
that
wrong is supposed to have been
exhibits were concerned there should
sens Coeds cheaper thnn Anybody Else A)r Cash.
"No,
eohoe
Mrs. Jnlm who
havj been more. The upper country done, which an explanation can set' was oneindeed,"
of the
four, "I shall
right. Men of the highest official Lever forgive thatunhappy
was well represented by some excel
girl."
lent shows of fruit and vegetables, In position are attacked. Together with
Tuen She caught m- - eye, und we both
eluding even fruits of fl semi tropical the district attorney, a disgrace is laugueu.
"It's no langhlng mafter," eho finished
obaracter, proof of the productive Bought to be heaped on our governor.
The absurdity of a charge in which defiantly, "then or now. It is a pity
nature of the soil But although the
rather that there should be so many
fair was thoroughly advertised not the sum of $250 Is involved as a bribe; women
who would scorn not tobecallcd
the
wickedness
kODly throughout
of the attack from the 'ladie3' who
the couiitv. but
have only a thin parlur veeverywhere, there was mi unfortunate standpoint of justice; ihe wrongdone nter oi' manners."
lack of interest shown on the pert of the social and politic life oi' the terriAud I eaid "So it is." New Yorli
Wo may congratulate our tory; mid purely to aid the revenge of liiaeb.
O
OSITB POST OFFICE
es, however, on the grand show a oeaten Clique are facts apparent to
Tho ah t:.e teat Bonnd Bathing ciub.
was made; the quality of the fruit all. The policy of the Citizen needs
Tho All tho Year Bound Bathing club
was on the tables was exceptional regeneration. It is injuring its cause of London wasnp to a few
years ao
,
rrois who came in trom alar were by scurrilous invective, by direct quite a prominent institution in the eyea
in their exclamations ofaatO'ilsh- abuse in opposition to fair play. The of B&aitary scientists, though of lati
peem8 to nave relapsed into a
It at the growth of our eonntv Citizen is getting itself into trouble, jwu-hjeffect of a fair like this are Imme. and when this matter is cleared up, Condition Ct innocuous clnannfnila
Its
members simply pledged themselves to
will
it
discover
that
EMy beneficial and lasting.
the
only
effect
on
As an
tne nerpentine river every inorm
patne
.ertisement it cannot be excelled. the public mind is an intense con- ing
in the year. It is hardly necessary
tempt
for tho Citizen, and an intense to say
an actual proof of the great adthat none but the strongest conthat are contained within Interert in upholding the officials in stitutions are ablo to comply with tin
boundaries of this county. It is a their manly support of the progress of rules, but a sturdy body of men o: vary,
hering of people many of whom the territory, and the suppression and tag ages for (several years carried out the
iaitors intent on looking into our punishment of crime, whether of the obligations to the letter, and when it
was necessary they would cheerfully
purees to ascertain whether or not individual, or of the combination.
break tho ice before entering tho river.
is tho country for their home:
Medical men frequently accompanied
The supreme court of Colorado has the bathers,
Ither there is room here for invest
nod quite a number of paand in several cases we are clad affirmed the finding of the lower pers appeared in the medical journal
that inquirers have satisfied court and Taylor, the Conejos mur- setting forth the good and bad effects oi
Iwfts on these points, and are derer, will be handed during the week bathing every morning before 5 a. m.
Arccn-.mcfiations.
11 (
in
nr to locate hero. Land is beginning Oct. 10. It, is gratifying to running watsr. St. Louis
e hands. In addition know that at least ono
Wal bargains wero mmlo murderer will meet his just deserts.
Tl;o Influonce of Association.
One sometimes wonders at the siugnlaj
the (lallup and Ft, Defl Rico News.
lapses into slovenly and illiterate blum
burJinsinc from local selflers conspicuous in men and women
100 Howard $100.
ILa Plata. Socially too the
whf
The readers of this paper will be snoiuu Know better." True, they should
access, a reunion, a renewpleased to learn that there is at lea-and probably do know better, but ia
alp. Every year the fair one
dreaded disease that science has daily practice few people rise very mucft
institution of growing been ahla to euro in all its atagep, above tho ordinary level
of
and a matter for prepara and that is catarrh. UalPa Uatarrh whom they always converse.those with
catin9
A city
ore the evf nt. It is the Cum is the only positive cure known bred girl went to livo in a part of the
City for presenting to the to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh country wnere provincialisms are the
resources and characters being a constitutional remedy,
vute..v wtu wt uuoy lam. ueturning a
a eonst tntional treatment. row years later to her home, no one
county. Now as to the
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken int?rn-ull- would have supposed her to be the W me
and Ammunition,
r. hat should ho made, why
,lnnA person, so many queer little phrase! and
aetintr
diieftlv
noon
th
piegp of ground ho e- ntiil mnnnno
,
downright forms of
,,l"...
...... .... .ill
1.1,,.., Illr ,1
UVLIliltl
(:int
'. "
.
ri"i and htted out for a
'uripuj nfhiroy wiir run iomti lalion of and lackinz in rood form 1,1
tho fair, haseb.UI, tho the disease, and uivinu ib.
tl...i susceptible person, picked up and adopt,
Id on our own ground, strergth by buildtntf up
the oonati ed. Harper's Bazar.
event would Roon be of uition and tiKsisli rig nature in doino
lit 'a Beitaumnt.
oport. and we should llnd 1,H wor'f- Tbe proprietors have so
Acnatomtr
once ordered a brace of
mneh
faith
m
its
enrative powers,
ig out plans for the fugrouse with chips for & party of nine.
kg short of a llrst class that they offer one hundred dollars On my
bribing them to table his fad
us, and considering for any ense that it fails to cure was
a perfect study, and ho exclaimed:
Iisfy
the most enorm- - Send for list of testimonials.
"Why, I thought they were as big rj
Address,
Cheney & Co.,
fertile region to choose
geese!"
would essentially be a
Jly
'fr
Toledo, O.
.
Ho then took mo on one side and exRHPrATlNr.
- .. iiiu ADttsm
bold by druggists, 75c.
uip;j v.uy
.1
plain! d that he was unable to pay
VlNCHtSTttl Avt.NCW Havcij( CciM,
for
-..
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This petty larceny should and must terials and labor and erecting and
completing on the sites selected therebe stopped.
for on the Navajo Indian Reservation,
y
Many of our citizens are taking ad- live 161
stone school build- AY, OCTOBER" 11, im.
accordance with the
in
strict
niis,
Ouran-gvantage of the low rates from
o
which nav be
to Denver and are preparing for a plans :m specifications
examined at the office of the "Ciri- LATEST LOCAL NEWS,
trip to that beautiful citv of Colorado. zen," Albuqu?rque, N. M.; "The San
Juan Times," Farmington, N. M; the
T e Rev. McGillivery the new Pres- "Democrat," flagstaff, Arizona, and
Subscriptions du for tha past byterian minister assigned to Aztec the "Democrat," Durango,
Colorado,
,
;
v
year muat be paid at once.
district preached in tho church at that ana nc .iine navHju .agency.
Bidders must state in their bids tho
town on Sunday morning and even- length
Col. Williams of Aztec was in town,
of time proposed to be con
ing last.
sumed in the erection of eah of the
vesterday.
Ed. Caveniss, the Montezuma coun- buildings, and also Athe proposed price
form ol proposal
Mr. McCartv of Olio wai in town
of each building.
ty murderer, waived nis trial at
s accompanies the specifications.
Wednesday.
and was sent to La Plata county
The right is reserved to reject any
Mr. Blackmnn of Iowa is visiting jail for safe keeping until district and all bids or anv part of any bid if
San Juan county.
court. He has retained C A. John deemed for the best interests of the
service.
Sam Rush the Indian trader was in son as counsel.
'f be attention of bidders is invited
the city on Wednesday.
Newton & Graf have orders for to the1, Act of Congress approved Au
gust 1892, onlitled: "An act relating
to the limitation of the hours of daily
Oliver Jackson was on a visit to three new buggies to build one
with extension top, one busi- service of laborers and mechanics, em
Farniington this week.
ness wagon with top and one open ployed upon tho public works of the
United States and of the District of
A. F. Stump fold a One horeo to road buggy.
Columbia," and also to the Act of
Qallap parties, fair week.
directors have shown great Congress approved August 13, 1894,
the
A Scharff of Flora Vista visited
Act for the protection
energy in fixing up the school house. entitled: "An
of persons furnishing materials and
Firmington, last Monday.
The building has been placed in thor labor for the construction of public
The N. W. New Mexican has moved ough repair and luel provided. The works."
CERTIFIED CHECKS.
efficiency of the management has so
from Chama to Lumberton.
must be accompanied by a
bid
Each
far been thoroughly proved.
We hear Mru. Hornboeen of La
certified check or dr ift upon some
Plata has been seriously ill.
farmington school opened United States deooitory or solvent
ThBank in the vicinity ef the
I
ucsday
with Harvey Towner in the National of the bidder, made payable
Dr. A. Rosenthal was visitin? friends
residence
upper room and Maude G. Waring in to the order of tiie Commissioner of
in Pruitland last Wednesday.
the lower room, jffhe attendance was Indian Affairs fir at least FIVF PER
Orange Phelps has contracted to very good.
CENT of the amount of the proposal,
which check or drafr will be forfeited
sell his winter apples in Gallup,
C. W. Moore came through with his to the United States in case any bidJack Warren has traded his ranch famous burro team
and is staying der or bidders receiving an award
shall fail to promptly execute a con
off for property in Knox county, Neb. round here a few days. Tho
editor tract with eood and sufficient sureties,
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. P. Whyte are in of this paoer occupied a seat behind otherwise to be returned to the bid. the team with the driver as far as Az
Farmington and located at Mrs.
der.
Bids accompanied by cash in lieu of
tec 4 of us.
certified checks will not be considered.
C H. McHenry, of Junction City,
Tom Bryan's teams came
Forsny further information, as to
into
Farmington Wednesday with loads of has tendered his resignation as deputy the precise location of building sites,
of transportation, etc , etc.,
grain.
sheriff of San Juan county. Mr. Mc means
ipply to:
B younger man,
Captain Constant Williams, U.S. A.
J. P, Thompson and H. Herring nenry decided
Acting Indian Agent.
to
iihle
riding,
could
hard.
stand
better
were In town from the San Juan,
fill
the position. Ioswell Record.
trading.
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one-stor-

Man-co-

To Farm ine ton.

For Bate in tracts to suit, the buyer on easy terms. There is no more favored
property anywhere in tne San Jusn country. It lies very level on a command
ing, elevated mesa ovei .ooking the valleys of the Animas and San Juan rivers
and the junction of the.--" two streams. As this is new and desirable
on the market the early ouyer is the one who secures the choice, For particdlifclars call on or address
,
"t

k

FARMINGTON, N.

Homer Hays.

M.

I have frequent applications for property of different descriptions and at
property listed with me will receive careful attention.
If you want any information regarding land and water in 3an Juan
county, drop me a line and I will promptly respond.

Homer Hays,
Farmington, N. M.

-

PI ace in lown

To

Trip-lott's-

Scientific American
Agency for

Produce

CAVL'ATS,

TRADE MARKS,

J.

Closer than
Anywhere in
the County.

J.

Laughren ,

of All Kinds

Farmington.

Taken Here

N, Mex.

rSICN PATMTG,

etoJ

COPYRICHTS,

nrnl frafl Hiinrtlionk writo to
ML'NN k CO.. Ml BlUUSWAT, NEW YORE.
Oldest bureau for securing patent) in A.ncnnv.
Kvcrv patent taken out by us is brought before
the p'uiilic by a nolieo lTn lrce of charge In the

For information

Inctttific

tttftam

Foster Rays that this the splendidly matched.
fjirtrcst circulation of nny scientific pancr in the
No Intelllgi at
Splendidly illustrated.
Sheriff Dunning was at Farmington world.
finest and most perfect climate she
man should he without it. Weekly, ftl.Ott a
CO,
Adi'res"
Ml' N.N
Il.jtl?ir
months.
Santa!
He
Thursday.
from
in.
returned
ever
lived
has
WCSUnUHtSa 301 Broadvtuy iiuw XOrkCttyWednesday
to
he
been
Fe
had
where
Frank Allen has perfected a hay
from the last dis-- !
rack, which the committee pronounce take the prisoners
Mr. Dunning speaks
court.
trict
a "howling success."
highly of the government of the peniMr. Slump leaves town this morn- tentiary. The management is scrupu
ing to pilot a big flock of sheep into lously exact in the cleanliness and
the Blanco mountains.
discipline of the prison.
FOR THE M
F. M. Pierce is getting material on
If von want work that pieasuiit and pn Stable
The teachers' examination beforo
We tcacli men
us your address Immediately,
the around for an addition to his Messrs. Allen and Locke was held at solid
tnd women how to earn from u.i.oo per day
liod
having
yenrwliltoui
per
$:i,ooo
house on San Juan avenue.
Aztec monday last. Messrs Towner, experience, and furilUli ''e employment t;tprevioui
Wllieli
Nothing
ililticuli II
can make thai uuimmt,
Joe Coyne of La Plata is intending Sallee, Southerland and Brindel, Mrs. they
Icaru cr that require much, lime, lite wot il
easy, healthy, ami honorable, and can be done dun
to depart for Salt Lake City next Kooram. pisses Waring and Markley
Ing daytime or evenings, ight In youront local
were the applicants. The examinai n few
week to spend the winter there.
it v. wherever you live, The reaull
of
the
judiciousness
ns
hours' work 'often eqnnls ri week's vrngee.nil
tion, as. far the
and
Rjscoe Sliiplsy, living with his bro questions, varied. In the spelling a We have taught thousand of both sexesthat
will
ages, and many have laid foundations
is
place,
Junction,
sniBrtesi
Smith
the
tin
of
at
Some
riches.
iliem
ther
Urety bring
of words were asked that men
number
In this country owe their success in life to
.
seriously ill with
our employ year!
were relevant only to some abstruse 'he start given them while in well;
try it. Yoa
ugo. Yon, reader, inuv do a
Ike Pointer under indictment could sciehce, or otherwise outre in their taniiot fail. No capital necessarv, We fit you out
Witli something that is new, solid, and sure. A
not raise his bonds, and had business formation. Now we object to inter
book brimful of advice is live to all. HelpyoUF
not to. morrow.
by Writing for li
with Martin in a distant country. He rogatorial inquisition of indubitably sell
Lfelavj are costly.
necessitating
the
arduous variety,
went.
E. C. ALLEN & CO..,
practical erudite preconbasin
Sam Pruden now of Ridges
inBox 420,
principle
recondite
of
ception
the
who has been with us fair week is goft'.AINE.
unac
rigidly
Nothing
more
AUCUSTA.
volved.
ing to build a house, Arrington addicommodating to the ordinary method
tion.
ical mental organization of the lexicoof the
Scenic
C. H. McHenry has gone up to the grapher should be asked than weds
i
Chorry creek sawmills for lumber for of quotidian usus loquendi, such as,
THE
an addition io his residence on Orch "asperifoliate,"
"heptahexahedral,''
ard street
But
"barystrontianite."
or
"lixivium''
DENVER
Mr. B. W.Shacklett and family from here "Pliocene," for instance, pro
AND
Mancos valley, lately from north east nounced pli, ("i" lone) not "'pie",
deMissouri, are visiting our district and ia a geological word from Greek
RIO GRANDE!
rivative. "Piccalilli" (imitation East
,
may locate here.
India pickle). Anyone can spell this,
Wednesday the second day the of course, and it's our favorite pickle,
RAILROAD
Farmineton school Mr. Towner re too; look on the bottle.
ports 38 in the lower room and 26 in mineral term, also from the Greek;
PASSINO THROUGH
the upper room.
none had even the pronunciation
F. M.Pierce the Farmington merch- right, and see how easily we print 'em
Route to an J from thi Pacific Coast
ant has received a first class assort- here. The arithmetic and physiology
ment of goods which he will dispose were practical and good. The gramTHE POPULAR '.INC TO
mar was good The geography was
of for cash at very cheap rates.
mixed. "When were the Dark Ages?"
Mrs. and Miss Schofield and Mr. was one query and "What were the
Fales from Nebraska have been with Crusaders?" wa3 another question
IXi G!K3 WHOM.
us the last few weeks. They are look asked in the geography.
ing for a home and will locate hero.
TO
Mrs.

R

Buy.

Groceries Sold

GROCERIES
g 1

tjv

Mr. and Mrs. E C. poster, Joe Fahr
Billy Korn will have his sign over
liis new Farmington saloon this week. ion and Jim Lauphren left for Duran
tto Tuesday. Mrs. Foster goes east.
' The Opera.''
Messrs. Foster, Fait rion and Laughren
Win. Looka nave the Cherry creek
returned home Thursday.
saw mill an order for 2000 apple boxes
Mr. Shoemaker o
Ft. Defiance,
the otlur cay.
whilst here purchased from Harry
Harry Dean while down here let a Hepler
of La Plata a span of horses.
contiact to build a nouae on his lot in Mr. Shoemaker says he did not know
tinnier addition.
San J.. an county produced such horses
Ilenry Morris Is about to make the and considers they are a credit to the
adobes for Sam Prudon'd residence on place. They are a sorrel and a gray,
respectively, 7 years old last spring,
Arrington addition.

F

The Cheapest

E.

A

-

Arlington's
Residence
Addition to
Farmington,

III

l

typhoid-pneumonia-

West cf Presbyterian Church.
LOTS, 50X200 FEET,

Li

mm,

.

Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Easy Terms to Good
Sold with Lots.
Purchasers.

Consult

T. J.

Arrington

SALT LAKE CITY

THE MOST DIRECT RDOTE

squaw is very sick opposite A.
Wiley's at Fruitland. The bucks are
round her, and last
"squaw-Ung- "
night they were preparing a sweat-bofor the invalid.

PROPOSALS

A

x

Mr. Sheek went up to Ike Pointer's
house about 6 miles above Farming-toon the Han Juan and found the
housn had been broken into, meat and
flour taken and his hogs turned into
the corn and other damage done. (Us
nal thing though for past ten years.)

U. S

For Erection of Builtlings
INDIAN SERVICE NAVAJO
AGENOY. NEW MEXICO,

Fort Defiance,

A. T.,

via Gallup, N. M.
September 12, 1895,
Sealed proposa's endorsed "Proposals for Erection of Buildings," and addressed to the undersigned at Fort
Defiance, Ariz,, via Gallup. New Mexico, will be received at t'.iis Agenov
until one o'clock p- m. of October li.
1895, tor furnishing the necessary ma(
-
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HOOPER

DENVER. COLORADO.

LUMBER

Shingles, Box Material and Lath

fa

r.i Iki it:

AND DRESSED

Mills

aie located at Thompson's Park,

Pcstoffloe address, DIX, COLO.

18

miles from Dale's Ranon

CONDITIONS

NEBRASKA,

IN

Urr Held, Except In
the State's Garden Spot.
McCook, Neb., Aug. 26. On crossing
the Missouri River running to Lincoln,
the Burlington land agents' party
found a prospect which, from an agricultural standpoint, could not be excelled. Corn is luxuriant and sturdy
ears
and every stalk shows large-size- d
ticking out from it It is so far advanced that the uninitiated could be
made to believe very readily that it is
past all harm from any source. Notwithstanding its fine appearance, however, it is not yet out of danger of frost,
and will not be for at least two weeks.
A fine crop of oats has been reaped in
this section. Much of it is still in the
hock and a good deal of it has been
stacked.
It is thrashing out from
thirty to fifty bushels to the acre and
will average about forty. The wheat
crop has all been harvested, and farmers are now busy plowing their land
preparatory to putting In another crop
of winter wheat.
Leaving Lincoln the outlook is much
less promising. Between Waverly and
Fairmont, a distance of sixty miles, is
a stretch of country which has usually
been described as the garden spot of
Nebraska. Crops have always been
abundant here, however poorly they
may have been in other parts of the
state. Last year and this year have
been the only known exceptions to this
rule. Somehow this belt has suffered
severely this year. It has rained copiously on all sides of it and all around
it, but the clouds refused to give it a
drop of moisture until too late to save
the corn crop. For a stretch of country sixty miles long and sixty miles
wide the corn crop is a comparative
failure. It will only run from a quarter
to half a crop, averaging as a whole
d
about
an ordinary crop.
Oats have not faired so badly. They
are thrashing out from thirty-fiv- e
to
forty bushels an acre. Heavy rains fell
over this section at the end of last week
They came too late, however, to save
the bulk of the corn. Very much of it
is wilted beyond redemption and a good
deal of it has already been cut for fodder. Wheat in this section is thrashing
out fifteen bushels to the acre.
West of Kairmont the scene again
changes and an ocean of waving corn,
strong and luxuriant, is to be seen as
far as the eye can reach in every direc-tion. The crop from Hastings to the
western boundary of the state is practically made, and nothing but a killing
frost can now blight ii. It will average
not less than sixty bushels to the acre,
and very many large fields will yield
fifty bushels.
Around McCook is where the disasters of last year were most severely
felt. The gains of this year have more
than made up for the losses then sustained. The whole section of country
looks like a veritable garden, and the
people feel buoyant beyond expression.
Winter wheat is thrashing out about
twenty bushels to the acre and the best
fields are yielding thirty bushels.
Spring wheat is running from twelve
to eighteen bushels to the acre. Oats
average from fifty to sixty bushels, the
best fields thrashing out 100 bushels.
Alfalfa is a new crop here with
which the people are delighted.
All
kinds of live stock eat it with relish,
and it is proving to be fattening fodder.
The first year it yields one ton to the
acre, but after the third year it yields
three crops a year, which foot up seven
tons to the acre. It is
and one-haworth in the market $5 per ton, but to
feed cattle the results have shown it to
be worth J70 per acre. It is the coming
crop all along the the flats of the Republican valley.

THE BANK MYSTERY.

Con Promises

one-thir-

mo

NE day the directors of the Bank of
England were much
puzzled and not a
little amused when
the secretary read
t i them at t Vi a t n n
X(
nual sitting the fol
ana
lowing
curious
somewhat
letter:
"Two gintlimin of
Bank England: Yoo
thing yow Is all safe hand you're Bank
his safe, butt I knows bettur. I bin inside thee Bank the last 2 nltes hand yow
nose nuffin abowt it. Butt hum not a
thief, so hlf yeo will mett mee in the
gret squar rom, werh arl the monely is,
at twelf 2 nlte He ixsplain orl to yeow.
Lett oney 1 hor 2 cum alown and say
nuffin to nobody.
Jno. Smlffl."
The detectives looked grave. There
was a plot at work, they saw, and with
their usual penetration they at once
penetrated the deepest depths of the iniquity.
There is a very large room underground where the huge wealth of the
bank is deposited millions of English
sovereigns, bars of gold and hundredweights of silver, with myriads of notes
to an Incalculable amount.
The detectives, of course, knew that
this room must be the place which the
writer of the .letter had designated as
"the gret squar rom."
No one from outside could enter, but
of course the police well understood the
trick. There must be some confederate
within the bank, and one of the conspirators, being more cowardly than the
rest, had resolved to betray his fellows
to save himself.
All night long the detectives were secreted in the room, but they saw nothing and heard nothing, with the exception that some said they heard about 2
o'clock a strange sound which they
could not account for.
The next night was the same, and the
next, and the next; and when the "board
day" of the bank came around the directors would havp treated the affair
1
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Every night the strictest watch was little while a low, grating sound was
set, but nothing turned up until, on heard, then the falling of a heavy
the morning when the next sitting of body, and the next instant a man was
the board was to be held, another let- visible, standing in the middle of the
ter was found upon the table of the vault, with a dark lantern In his hand.
strong room. How It got there, conThe man soon spoke for himself and
sidering the room was guarded day and the directors listened In astonishment.
It appeared tl at he was a poor man,
night, was a mystery. Its contents
and obtained a precarious living In a
were as follows:
"It was for your own good that you strange way. When the tide was low
were warned that the strong room of it is the custom of a certain class of
the bank is not really safe. At any people unknown to refined society to
If we enter the sewers to search for any
time any one can enter It.
wished to steal we certainly would articles of value that may have been
never have told you about it or re- accidentally washed down into them.
One night he discovered an opening
turned that box.
"If the police are there tonight we leading to some place above. There
will never explain the easy way of was a large, square stone, which he
getting into your strong room, but found could be easily raised. He lismost likely some one else will let you tened for some time, and finding all
know that we told the truth when they was silent, lifted up the stone without much difficulty, and found, after
help themselves to what Is there.
"E. S."
some little Investigation by the light
There were two things perfectly ev- of his lantern, that he was In the
identone, that the writer of the let- strong room of a bank.
He told his wife, who was a woman
ter really had access in some mysterious way to the strong room and the of much superior education to his
other that he had discovered that the own, of the whole affair, and then he
police had been put upon his track.
wrote, as we have seen, to the diSo it was determined that some of rectors.
The mystery was now cleared up,
the directors, who could conveniently
do so, should visit the strong room at and the directors,
calling for lights,
the time indicated in the letter.
examined the place carefully, and
The plan was carried out. But, as fully verified the man's statements.
The directors felt that they owed
might be expected, the airectors were
not alone. The police had advised the strange man a debt of gratitude.
them too well for that; and half a There was incalculable wealth hidden
dozen of the best detectives were there, in the shape of not only notes
placed in such a way that any one and the most valuable securities, but
would have supposed that they formed also in solid bullion and hard cash.
one tfl'OUp.
The very strictest search proved
They waited there the whole night that nothing had been taken besides
long, but nothing was seen or heard. the box, which was returned Intact.
When this point was fully settled it
Their labor was In vain. About four
o'clock In the morning the detectives was agreed by the directors that the
whispered that it was needless for the mysterious visitor should be rewarded
gentlemen to remain any longer; they for his honesty, and It was currently
themselves would wait as long as the reported that they settled upon him
gentlemen choose, but the hour for a liberal annuity, sufficient to support
breaking into the strongest of all him in comfort for the rest of his
strong rooms if it could be broken into days. Boston Globe.
at all was long past.
A COSTLY MISSING LETTER.
The next morning the board held an
extraordinary meeting, in order to discuss the result of the efforts of the "Barker," Instead of "Baker," Makes a
Difference of (15,841 to Western Union.
gentlemen who had been all night in
After, a long argument
the vault.
The insertion of the letter "r" in the
name of H. W. Baker promises to cost
the Western Union Telegraph company
about $6,000.
In the suit brought by
Baker to recover $7,160, loss caused by
the delivery of a dispatch from Australia to Abram Barker, a jury in the
United States court yesterday returned
a verdict for plaintiff for $5,841.51, after
deliberating about an hour. Judge
Hanford instructed the jury that a telegraph company was charged with the
duty of exercising a high degree of care
as to promptness, and that any neglect
entitled the parties injured to dameges.
Baker's measure of damages was the
amount he would have realized had he
accepted a cabled offer, less the amount
he received. The defense moved for a
non-su- it
on the ground that the terms
of the telegraph blank especially
the parties injured to damages,
either for mistake or delay, and also
as the error was made in Australia by
a connecting
line, no responsibility
could attach, particularly as the cablegram was addressed "Barker," and was
actually delivered to "Barker." Mr.
Lewis, for Baker, insisted that conditions in a telegraphic message exempting the company from losses could only
apply to a sender, not to one receiving
the cable; also, that, though the error
was made in Australia the Western
i'nion was liable, as it contracted with
the Australian company as its agent,
and that the mere fact that the message was addressed "Barker" could not
excuse the failure to deliver to Baker,
where the contents of the message
could show it was for the commission
was refused.
merchant.
The non-su- it
The case will probaly be appealed.

A MAN WAS VISIBLE.

ALASKA.

An Hiceedln.'iy Ha 'dy Depoilt Waiting
for People to ( 'nun' and Help
Themselve".
Many shrewd cople in Alaska are
beginning to think there would be more
money just now in the coal resources
of the country than in the much-talkeabout gold mines, says the New York
Sun. The gold mines do not appear to
be panning out as well lately that is
in comparison with the cost of the whole
process of getting to the mines and liv-

as an Idle attempt to frighten them had
not their attention been more strongly
called to the subject by the following incident:
A heavy chest had been forwarded by
the Parcels Delivery company, directed
to the "Directors of the Bank of England." The chest was, of course, opened
before them at once, such a thing being
very unusual, and found to contain a
large packet of most valuable papers
securities, which had been safely
and
ing there while getting out the gold.
deposited in the vault. With them was
Tin' business seems to have been some
following letter:
what overboomed. But several experts tthe
the Directors of the Bank of Eng"To
who have lately been prospecting the
My 'husband, who is
landGentlemen:
coal resources Of the coast region believe
an honest man, wrote to you last week
g
could ie made Immediately and told you he had found a way
profitable.
which he believes is known only to himOn the east shore ol' 'link's Inlet there
self, of getting into your strong room,
is a big rein of coal fully live feel thick,
offered, If you would meet him
entirely exposed Ml low tide. All thai and
tonight, to explain the whole matthere
is necessary to get the coal is to take a
ter.
crowbar and pry it out in as big blocks
"He has never taken anything from
as desired. A recent investigation of
room except the enclosed box.
that
this deposit showed that twenty feel
You
detectives upon him, and he
set
below the first vein is another vein six
feet thick, and three other veins were took the box to show that he could
found in Hie immediate neighborhood. go there if he chose.
Let
"He gives you another chance.
All the veins are horizontal and extend
In the room alone
for miles along the shore. Considerable a few gentlemen be
you there
quantities of this coal have been used and my husband will meet
Yours very respectfully,
by the steamship Crehalls, which runs at midnight.
"Ellen Smith."
between June&U and Cook's Inlet, and
The only thing that was evident was
the chief engineer says it has better
steaming qualities than the British Co- that the writer, "Ellen Smith," was a
than her husband. The
lumbian coal, and is in many respects better scholar
were shown the letter and
better than any other coal procurable m detectives
acted accordingly.
The cleverest men
the Pacific coast, it does notcllnker at
were posted In the room.
all.
In the morning they told a strange
They oald they saw a light at
"Johnnie, dear," said bis mother, who was story.
trying to Inculcate a lesson In Industry, about 12 o'clock. It seemed to come
"what do you suppose mamma would do for
de.rk lantern; but directly they
you if you should come to her some day and from rar, xo ite spot from whence the light
tell lior that you loveil your studies?"
"Lick me for telling u falsehood," said proceeded it went out and the strictest
dear little Johnnie, with the frankness! oi
earch ad t'iscovered nothing.
youth. Pittsburg llnlletin.
d

coal-gettin-

(
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about nettling, a porter entered with
a letter, which he stated had been
found on the table In the strong room.
It ran as follows:
"You can do ass yeou like.
Lars
night I herd someon speek to Mr.
Peldin, who I know is an hosslfer of
the perlice, sow of course I did not
come, as I mite ave dun. I give yeou
another chance. Coome to nlte. If
two or 3 gentlemen are theare aloane
hi will be with urn. If eny detective
is thear hi shal give It al up at 1st.
Yeou may choose as yeou will
-- "J. S."
Every suitable precaution was taken
when night came. The sentinel paced
up and down outside; the detectives
were not far off; and after the most
rigorous search had been instituted,
the gentlemen were locked In.
At last one of them who paced the
floor impatiently,
beginning to think
that perhaps after all It was only a
clever trick, cried out:
"You ghost, you secret visitor, you
midnight thief, come out! There Is
no one here but two gentlemen, and
myself. If you are afraid, I give you
my word that the police are not here."
It was more in jest than In earnest
that Major Clifford for It was a military man shouted out this absurd
speech. His astonishment,
however,
was great, when, in reply to what he
had said, he heard a voice, saying:
"If you have kept your word, I will
keep mine. Put out your light, and
then I'll come."
The major and his fellow directors
did not much like putting out the
light, but they were not cowards, and
after some demur It was done.
When the light was out they waited
In silence,
while the major grasped
firmly in one hand a revolver. For a

That Servant ilrl.
"Mary," said Mrs. Hume to her Irish
domestic, "take this tape-lin- e
and
measure the width of your room.
am going to give you a new carpet."
In a few moments Mary called, "Mrs.
Hume!"
"Yes, Mary."
"I can't measure it."
"Why not?"
isn't long enough!"
"The tape-lin- e
Harper's Bazar.
1

FAIRIES.

M,t Mel '
lie on Earth
human nerve. This In a state of health.
Lt It MCMM ovprst rained or weakened,
and the sensitiveness 1st Increased tenfold.
For weak or overwrought nerve
terV Stomach Bitters Is the bert tonic In
Hxlutpuee. since It Invigorates and quiets
them at the same time. It also possesses su- efficacy Id dyspepsia, constipation.
malarial and kidney complaints, rheumatism
and neuralgia.
.
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Hall,

A queer Invasion of a house bv Data is

re-

ported at Peering. The family 'of
Sawyer had heard queer nolm-- s In the walls,
and occasionally received an unexpected
visit from a DM which entered through a
ventilator, ami the other day thev decided
on lavwogattOB,
A hole found under one
of the eaves was stopped up. and at ouee
the twts begun to upurar. Through the ventilators. Into the
and Into the
cellar they swarmed, sixty-livbeing killed
In one night. About 200 have lieen killed, a
half dozen bciug found drowned In a basin
of wal-- r.
LejrhtOn Kvcnlng Journal.
bath-roo-

e

Can't Sleep

I

Is the complaint of many at this season.
The reason is found in the fact that the
nerves are weak and the body in a feverish and unhealthy condition.
The nerves
may be restored by Hood's Sarsaparilla,
which feeds them upon pure blood, and
this medicine will alao create an appetite,
and tone up the system and thus give sweet
and refreshing sleep and vigorous health.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Is the only true blood purifier prominently
in the public eye today. $1 : Bix for $5.
II a. act harmoniously with
11UUU S
Hood's Sarsanariua.25o.

HnnrlV Pi

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR

The BEST
FOR

Dyspeptic.Delicate.Infirm and

AGED PERSONS
JOHN CARLE & SONS, New York.

LOOP POISON

u

A SPECIALTY ondaryorTor.

tiary BLOOD l'OISON permanently
cured In 15 to35 days. You can be treated at
home fnrsame price under same guaranty. If you prefer to come hero we will eon-tra- ct
to pay railroad f nreniKl hotel bllls.and
nocharge, If we fall to cure. If you have taken mer- cury, iodide potash, and sllll have aches and
ittins, Blucous rai cues in moutn, horo Tiiroat,
Pimples, Copper Colored Spots, Ulcers ou
any partolthe body, MairorKyctiniws lallinfj
out, it la this secondary isiown imiimin
we guarantee to cure. We solicit the most obstinate cases and challengo the world for a
case we cannot cure. This disease has always
b;i tiled t b skill of the most eminent physicians. 8500,000 capital behind our unconditional guaranty. Absoluteproofs sent scaled on
application. Addresu COOK REMEDY CO..

o07 Masonic Tcuinle, CHICAGO, ILL.
Cut out and send this advertisement.

SLICKER
The FISH BRAND SLICKER is warranted waterproof, and will accp you dry in the hardest storm. The
new POMMEL SLICKER is a perfect riding coat, and
covers the entire saddle. Beware of imitations. Don't
buy a coat If the " Flih Brand" is not on it. IllustraA. J. TOWER, Boston, Mass.
ted Catalogue free.

DR. GUNN'S
IMPROVED

LIVER PLLS
A MILD PHYSIC.
ONF. PILL FOR A DOSE.
A movement oi the bowols each day ih necessary fot
These pills supply what the system iacki to
make it regular. They cure Headache, brighten the
Eyes, and clear the Compluiion better than cosmetics.
They neither gripe nor sicken. To convince yon. we
will mail simple tree or a full hoi for :'5c Sold everyRoft NRO MED CO.. PlnladelDhia. Pa.
where.
health

THE COMPANY PAYS THE FKEICHT
common-sens- e
new steel horse whim.
Will
hoist 25 tons of rock 300 feet each shift Is just is safe
and reliable as an engine It can be packed anywhere
a guctt can go.
.No cog wheels or
clutches to ureak. 90 per cent i
wrought Iron aud steel and will bend
Detore breaking. Over Ml in use
some running o years without one
dollar's expense. We make horsenoisi ut. prices, fa, ou, ii 1UU si'Ja
On their

f n

i

tale of Cinderella
The
was a favorite with the children of
ancient Egypt, though the version was
somewhat different. In it Cinderella's union op. Send for un illustrated circular to THE
Cuitln St.. Denver. Oolo.
slipper was the slipper of Rhodop's, WHIM CO. .
which an eagle carried off and dropped
E. EL. BURLINGAME'S
into the king's lap.
fairy
our
are
prestories
of
Many of
historic origin and were current before
And Chemical
SMrfO Marl isril.
the Teuton and the Hindoo parted company In Asia. The fairy tales of GerAND PHOTOGRAPH K US,
JEWELERS
many had their origin in the legends of aend your sweeps aud waste coutalnlug gold
aud
silver
for
treatment.
Prompt return
Deccau.
and highest cash price paid for gold gad (dThe fabled exploit of William Tell iver biilllnu. Address 17oU and 1738 Lawmay have been inspired by the fairy rence Street. Denver. Colorado.
legend of a hobgoblin who shot an apPARKER'S
ple oft a child's head. British elf conHAIR BALSAM
ceptions are divided into two classes
Cleimei and bcantifiei the hair.
the bright fairies and the goblins the
Promote! a luxuriant $rruwth.
Never Falla to Restore Gray
latter tricky and bad.
IUir to its Youthful Color.
Curca Kcalp rtiteasea & hair tailing.
The people of Cornwall have a legend
60c, and! UN at DruggUU
that the "knockers" who haunt the tin
mines are the souls of the Jews who
crucified Christ and were sent by the
Romans to work the mines. When the
Successfully
Prosecutes Claimr.
fLate
Principal EWmlnor U.S. Pension Bureau.
Anglo-Saxon- s
became
Christianized
3yrslulu,st war, 15aujudlcaliu;c!aiuis, atty since.
they Inclined to the opinion that the
elves were the descendants of Cain, the
first murderer.
well-know-

n

ASSAY OFFICE

A building is now being erected next
Ruilding, on lower
the Washington
Broadway, which will b'e 162 feet by 190
by 250. The last measure is the height.
It will be five stories higher than the
Washington building.

A. c. Uoawr.
sot. XXI. mi. (its SB
When wrltlDg to advertisers, please say
that you saw t'i advertisement lu this pupe'r
V.
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A STORYfO, Cr Tftr2

"But what can we give them for supper?"
"Oh, something with a nice, fast, rolflavor to It. Let
licking,
me see! Champagne, of course and
oysters. Oysters will do. In the novels
all the naughty people take champagne
any oysters. Besides, they won't need
any cooking. How Is your .pocket-mone-

MORGAN & HAMILTON,

late-at-nig- ht

-

Clara?"

Contractors, Builders,

"I have three pounds."
"And I have one. Four pounds. I have
no Idea how much champagne costs.
Have you?"
"Not the slightest."
"How many oysters does a man eat?"
V
"I can't Imagine."
"I'll write and ask Charles. Xo, I
"You wish me to be inconsistent.
won't. I'll ask Jane. Ring for her,
too."
Clara. She has been a cook, and is
"Then you refuse?"
sure to know."
re"I am afraid that I cannot interfere."
Jane, on being
The Dootor was very angry. "Very fused to commit herself beyond the
well, madam," said he. "In that case statement that it depended upon the
I can only say that I have the honor gentleman, and also upon the oysters.
to wish you a very good morning." The united experience of the kitchen,
He raised his broad straw hat and however, testified that three dozen was
strode away up the gravel path, while a fair provision.
the widow looked after him with twink"Then we shall have eight dozen alASSOCIATION.
ling eyes. She was surprised herself together," said Ida. jotting down all
to find that she liked the Doctor better her requirements upon a sheet of paCHAPTER X.
the more masculine and aggressive he per. "And two pints of champagne.
WOMEN OF THE FUTURE.
became.
It was unreasonable and And some brown bread and vinegar and
1 think.
It Is not
ROM that day the against all principle, and yet so it was pepper. That's all,
no
to
give
very
and
mata supper after
argument
so
difficult
mend
the
could
Doctor's peace was
Manufacturers of
all, Is It, Clara?"
gone.
Never was ter.
Very hot and very angry, the Doctor
"I don't like It, Ida. It seems to
a quiet and orderly
trans- retired into his room and sat down to me to be so very Indelicate."
household
"But it Is needed to clinch the matformed so suddenly read his paper. Ida had retired, and
the distant wails of the bugle showed ter. No, there is no drawing back now,
Into a bear garden,
or a happy man that she was upstairs in her boudoir. Clar. jr we shall ruin everything.
Papa is sure to come back by the 9:45.
turned Into such a Clara sat opposite to him with her exasperating charts and blue book. The He will reach the door at 10. We muse
completely
miserable one. He had Doctor glanced at her and his oyes re- have everything ready for him. Now,
never realized be mained fixed in astonishment upon thi just sit down at once, and ask Harold
to come at 9 o'clock, and I shall do the
fore how entirely front of her skirt.
"My dear Clara," he cried, "you have same to Charles."
his daughters had shielded him from
The two Invitations were dispatched,
all the friction of life. Now that they torn your skirt!"
His daughter laughed and smoothed received and accepted. Harold was alhad not only ceased to protect him, but
had themselves
become a source of out her frock. To his horror he saw ready a confidant, and he understood
trouble to him, he began to understand the red plush of the chair where the that this was some further develophow great the blessing was which he dress ought to have been. "It Is all ment of the plot. As to Charles, he
had enjoyed, and to sigh for the happy torn!" he cried. "What have you was so accustomed to feminine eccentricity, In the person of his aunt, that
days before his girls had come under done?"
"My dear papa," said she, "what do the only thing which could surprise
the Influence of his neighbor.
"You don't look happy," Mrs. West-maco- tt you know about the mysteries of ladles' him would be a rigid observance of etidress? This Is a divided skirt."
quette. At 9 o'clock they entered the
had remarked to him one mornThen he saw that It was indeed so dlning-ha- ll
of No. 2, to find the masing. "You are pale and a little off color.
You should come with me for a ten mile arranged, and that his daughter was ter of the house absent, a
clad in a sort of loose, extremely long lamp, a snowy cloth, a pleasant little
spin upon the tandem."
feast, and the two whom they would
"I am troubled about my girls." They knickerbockers.
"It will be so convenient for my
have chosen, as their companions. A
were walking up and down in the garshe explained.
merrier party never met, and the house
den. Prom time to time there sounded
Her father shook his head sadly. rang with their laughter and their chatfrom the house behind them the long,
"Your dear mother would not have ter.
sad wail of a French horn.
"It is three minutes to ten," cried
"That Is Ida," said he. "She has liked it, Clara," said he.
For a moment the conspiracy was on Clara suddenly, glancing at the clock.
taken to practicing on that dreadful
buy GRAND MESA LANDS,
"Good gracious! So it is! Now for our To all
There was
Instrument in the intervals of her chem- the point of collapsing.
istry. And Clara is quite as bad. I de- something in the gentleness of his re- little tableau!" Ida pushed the chambuke, and in his appeal to her mother, pagne bottles obtrusively forward, in
clare it is getting quite unendurable."
irriwhich brought the tears to her eyes, the direction of the door, and scattered
"Ah, Doctor, Doctor!" she cried, shaking her forefinger, with a gleam of her and in another instant she would have oyster shells over the cloth.
N. M., I
of
"Have you your pipe, Charles?"
White teeth. "You must live up to your been kneeling beside him with everything
"My
pipe!
confessed,
flew
when
Yes."
the
door
principles you must give your daugh"Then please smoke it. Now don't
ters the same liberty as you advocate open and her sister Ida came bounding
sell any
into the room. She wore a short, grey argue about it, but do it, for you will
for other women."
"Liberty, madam, certainly!
But skirt, like that of Mrs. Westmacott, and ruin the effect otherwise."
on
she held it up in each hand and danced
The large man drew out a red case,
this approaches to license."
and extracted a great yellow meer"The same law for all, my friend." about among the furniture.
"I feel quite the Gaiety girl," she schaum, out of which, a moment later,
She tapped him reprovingly on the arm
with her sunshade. "When you were cried. "How delicious It must be to be he was puffing thick wreaths of smoke.
twenty your father did not, I presume, upon the stage! You can't think how-nic- Harold had lit a cigar, and both the
this dress is, papa. One feels so girls had cigarettes.
object to your learning chemistry or
"That looks very nice and emanciplaying a musical instrument. You free in It. And isn't Clara charming?"
"Go to your room this instant and pated," said Ida, glancing round. "Now
would have thought it tyranny If he
take It off!" thundered the doctor. "I I shall lie on this sofa. So! Now,
had."
Charles, just sit here and throw your
"But there Is such a sudden change call It highly improper, and no daughter of mine shall wear it."
arm carelessly over the back of the
In them both."
"Papa! Improper! Why, it is the sofa. No, don't stop smoking. I like
"Yes, I have noticed that they have
It. Clara, dear, put your feet upon the
been very enthusiastic lately in the exact model of Mrs. Westmacott's."
40-acr- e
"I say It is improper. And yours also, coalscuttle, and do try to look a little
cause of liberty. Of all my disciples I
Clara!
Is
dissipated. I wish we could crown ourYour conduct
really outrathink that they promise to be the most
There are some
devoted and consistent, which Is the geous. You drive me out of the house. selves with flowers.
80-ac- re
more natural since their father is one I am going to my club In town. I have lettuces on the sideboard. Oh, dear,
no
peace
beor
comfort
of
my
is!
key."
I
She
own here he
mind in
hear his
of our most trusted champions."
house. I will stand it no longer. I may gan to sing in her high, fresh voice a
The Doctor gave a twitch of Impa-be late
I shall go to the Brit- little snatch from a French song, with a
tience. "I seem to have lost all authorish Medical meeting. But when I reswinging tra a chorus.
ity," he cried.
The doctor had walked home from
"No, no, my dear friend. They are turn I shall hope to find that you have
yourself
of
clear
the the station in a peaceable and relenta little exuberant at having broken the shaken
pernicious Influences which have
ing frame of mind, feeling that, pertrammels of custom. That is all."
such an alteration in your haps, he had said too much in the morn10-ac- re
"You cannot think what I have to
put up with, madam.
It has been conduct." He seized his hat, slammed ing, that his daughters had for years
been models in every way, and that, If
door, and a few mina dreadful experience.
Last night, the dining-rooafter I had extinguished the candle in utes later they heard the crash of the there had been any change of late, It
was, as they said themselves, on acmy
I placed my foot upon big front gate.
"Victory, Clara, victory!" cried Ida, count of their anxiety to follow his adsomething smooth and hard, which
scuttled from under me. Imagine my still pirouetting around the furniture. vice and to Imitate Mrs. Westmacott.
horror! I lit the gas, and came ugon a "Did you hear what he said? Pernicious He could see clearly enough now that
n
Don't you
that advice was unwise, and that a
understand,
tortoise which Clara has influences!
Any of these pieces of property is close enough to the public
thought fit to Introduce into the house. Clara? Why do you sit there so pale world peopled with Mrs. Westmacotts
glum?
and
you
Why
soothing
get
up
happy
a
or
a
don't
and would not be
I call It a filthy custom to have such
one. It was he who was himself to school for children to attend.
dance?"
pete."
"Oh, I shall be so glad when It is blame, and he was grieved by the
Mrs. Westmacott dropped him a little courtesy. "Thank you, sir," said over, Ida. I do hate to give him pain. thought that perhaps his hot words had
she. "That is a nice little side hit at Surely he has learned now that it Is very troubled and saddened his two girls.
unpleasant to spend's one's life with reThis fear, however, was soon dissimy poor Eliza."
formers."
pated. As he entered his hall he heard
"I give you my word that I had for"He has almost learned It, Clara. the voice of Ida uplifted In a rollicking
gotten about her," cried the Dootor,
flushing. "One such pet may no doubt Just one more little lesson. We must ditty, and a very strong smell of tobacco was borne to his nostrils. He
be endured, but two are more than I not risk all at this last moment."
door, and
"What would you do, Ida? Oh, don't threw open the dining-roocan bear. Ida has a monkey which
lives on the curtain rod. It Is a most do anything too dreadful. I feel that stood aghast at the scene which met
we have gone too far already."
his eyes.
dreadful creature. It will remain ab"Oh, we can do it very nicely. You
The room was full of the blue
solutely motionless until It sees that
you have forgotten its presence, and see we are both engaged and that makes wreaths of smoke, and the lamp-ligthen It will suddenly bound from pict- It very easy. Harold will do what you shone through the thin haze upon
bottles, plates, napkins, and a
ure to picture all round the walls, and ask him, especially as you have told
him the reason why, and my Charles litter of oyster shells and cigarettes.
e
end by swinging down on the
and Jumping on to the top of your head will do It without even wanting to know Ida, flushed and excited, was reclining
at her elAt breakfast it stole a poached egg the reason. Now you know what Mrs. upon a settee, a wine-glas- s
M.
and daubed It all over the door handle. Westmacott thinks about the reserve of bow, and a cigarette between her finIda calls these outrages amusing young ladies. Mere prudery, affecta- gers, while Charles Westmacott sat betion, and a relic of the dark ages of the side her, with his arm thrown over the
tricks."
"Oh, all will come right," said the Zenana. Those were her words, were head of the sofa, with the suggestion of
they not?"
a caress. On the other side of the room,
widow reassuringly.
SaysBridget.WelUpiver see
"What then?"
Clara was lounging In an
"And Clara Is as bad, Clara who used
"Well, now we must put It In pracwith Harold seated beside her, both
to be so good and sweet, the very imblissd loife,
TMofajpflll
age of her poor mother. She Insists tice. We are reducing all her other smoking, and both with
If Micky iver marries me
upon this preposterous scheme of being views to practice, and we must not beside them. The doctor stood speechless In the doorway, staring at the Baca pilot, and will talk of nothing but shirk this one."
BEST Ml
"But what would you do? Oh, don't chanalian scene.
revolving lights and hidden rocks, and
You
look
so
some
wicked,
Ida!
like
In,
look
"Oome
Do!"
Ida.
cried
papa!
signals,
and nonsense of the
codes of
evil little fairy, with your golden hair "Won't you have a glass of chamkind."
"But why preposterous?" asked his and dancing, mlschevous eyes. I know pagne?"
that you are going to propose somecompanion. "What nobler occupation
"Pray excuse me," said her father,
coldly. "I feel that I am Intruding. I
can there be than that of stimulating thing dreadful!"
"We must give a little supper tocommerce, and aiding the mariner to
did not know that you were entertaining. Perhaps you will kindly let me
steer safely Into port? I should think night."
"We? A supper!"
your daughter admirably adapted for
know when you have finished. You will
"Why not? Young gentlemen give find me In my study." He ignored the
uoh duties."
two young men completely, and, closfor use
"Then I must beg to differ from you, suppers. Why not young ladles?"
"But whom shall we Invite?'"
ing the door, retired, deeply hurt and
madam."
"Why, Harold and Charles, of course." mortified, to his room. A quarter of an
"Still, you are inconsistent."
ipHQrd water.
"And the Admiral and Mrs. Hay Den
hour afterward he heard the door slam
"Excuse me, madam, I do not see the
and his two girls came to announce that
matter In the same light. And I should ver?"
"Oh, no. That would be very old- - the guests were gone.
be obliged to you if you would use your
fashioned. We must keep up with the
Influence with my daughter to dissuade
(TO BE CONTIMTRD.)
times, Clara."
her."
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Pure, Wholesome, Home Brewed Beer, and
the only Pure Ice in the market.
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under ditch, with ample stock therein for
will
gation, just north
Farmington,
size block, from one to eighty acres,
easy terms.
cheap,

Very Choice Lots for Sale

e

just north of the public school

tract,
building, to sell, a
two miles from town, and an
tract with a 2 room house,
cellar and small orchard, also a
tract of good land, well
situated on the county road.
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ONE OF THE GARDEN SPOTS
OF THE WORLD.
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cost.
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about 8000 acres cultivated; and at the progress of the community.
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there is
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Water rights in company ditclu
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a smsll Mormon colony, who till
7,500
Tlu first trees were planted in this I'eais
"
I'lums
40.0 0
cost from $2 to 15 per Here, with sn
about 1000 acres. The river has an county ten years ago, and as au ex- ('hrrie "
.15
5.li.
additional cost of from $1 to ' an
average fall of forty feet to the mile, periment seemed very doubtful. The (iraues "
10U 00
.04
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niiHlly per acre to pHy for repairs. In
is about thirty feet wide and has a first settlerB were principally cattle Strawberries, qusns
"
xspberries
20
cases this annual assessment
most
250
of
cubic
flow
about
mean average
20
men, who knew little about farming. Black b'rries ""
08 can be worked out.
feet per second. The ultimate re- They profited by their tirst mistakes, Currants
(Joobolwrriea
"
08
clamation of lands in the Ld Plata however, and prospered, so that the
Sheep do well in this county. Scab
Besides the produce mentioned in and other sheep diseases are unknow u
valley will be large.
reputation of these valleys is known
ACTUAL 'iVATEU RESOURCE8.
all over the BouthweBt. The southern the foregoing table the county pro- here. Thousands of acres of govIt will be seen frefm the foregoing towns of Colarado, outside the San duced 35.000 pounds of honey at an ernment land are contiguous to tho
that there are available from these Luis valley, are almost wholly supstreams and watering places on which
three rivers 6250 cubic feet of water plied from the San Juan orchards. average price of 12 cents a pound, they can graze nearly every month in
per second. At the low estimate of So remunerative has fruit culture and 30.000 tons of alfalfa hay which the year. Large bunches of the
160 acres to each cubic foot, this is proved that in 1891 28 000 trees were averaged $5 per ton.
wethers can be fatteued on alfalfa
sufficient to irrigate 1,000,000 acres planted, and in 181)2 about 50.000
hay
during the winter, and the main
Quest Ions Answered.
According to a county The planting of 1893 is not yet acof land.
flocks earned over on it at a sidhII
Irrigation ia the best means of fer cost, thus making sheep raising n
pamphlet issued for circulation at curately known, but will show a ratio
the World's fair, there are 175,000 of progress. Last year at ihe Albu- tiliziug land.
profitable industry. The native sheep
In querque Territorial fair the fruits of
acres available for irrigation.
Every kind of deciduous fruit caD make a most excellent croBs to breed
addition lo the value of the water for this county took the sweepstakes be raised here.
the mutton producing strains of eastirrigation, it is a constant source of prize. The peaches iu some instauefs
As a fruit raising country the San ern sheep to.
water power. The San Juan and measured nine inches in circumfer- Juan has uo equal,
A tannery is needed and would be
Animas are constant streams, not ence, apples thirteen to fourteen
Wat-can be put on arid land at a a good investment in i his county
aflected by tue mostentluringrtronth. inches aud weighed sixteen to nineThere are over 500,000 acres of
The wasted power of their waters teen ounces. Single acres of fruit cost of from $2 to 15 per acre.
New Mexico took first prize for
growing wild here. It yields
would furnish heat, light and elec land return from $400 to $500; and
high
at
wheat
ss
per acre as ten tons wild and
fair,
World's
the
second
aud
of
trical motive force far in excess
in one orchard near Farmington are
from thirty tous upward under culti
unv possible need of this county. At three trees, of whose yield un ac- for oats.
present the only use madu of all this curate account has been kept for four
Tho last, census gives thirty acres vation. This plant contains 33 per
wealth of water is to irrigate about years past, that show au average re- as the average size of au irrigated cent of tanni" acid, the highest average of any known agent. The tan25,UH) acres, the larger part, of which
farm in New Mexico.
turn of $53 per tree.
nery Would be furnished with a home
assoby
small
owned
ditches
under
is
As a health resort for persons with
supply
of tanning matter wit! out
ciations of farmers.
here,
grown
weak lungs San Juan county has
Cereals of all kinds are
of a cent of freight. This
cost
the
wheat yielding 20 to 40 bushels per few peers and no superiors.
AZTEC .
is being shipped toEumpn
30
acre; oats, 30 to 80 bushels; bai ley,
Rough lumber here : worth $25 at a cost of between 80 and 9108
The mtdern civilization has
to 00 bushels: rye, 15 to 80 bushels; per thousand, brick $8 per thonsaud.
the name, lines of settlement
it
pec. ton. seyeral firms there
25 to 50 bushels. A ready sale and lime 40 cents per bushel
corn,
the ancient. Aztec is the county
for the preparation of their best
Current
is
priced.
good
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found
seat, situated ou the southeast bank
Fire clay is found in large quanti grades of leathnr.
follows:!
of the Animas. It. has a bank, several pries for 1893 wro as
$1.50;
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per
owt.,$1.40;
largo stores, hotel and livery and Wheat,
barley. 81.40; corn, $1.50; bran, per
county
h
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THE SAN. JUAN COUNTY BANK
every variety
well built, steel lined adobe structure ton, $18 Vegetables of
varieties,
flourish,
from
hardier
the
The surrounding country is wei
Aztoc, N. M.
Mich as Irish potatoes, turnips and GIVEN AWAY TO INVENTORS.
cutivated, the tunm extending ui
egg$150.00 every month given awayjo any one who ap.
Capital St03lr
$30,000 00
aud down the river for several miles beets, to the more tender melons
plies through us for the most meritorious patent during
tomatoes,
plants,
etc.
the month preceding.
At this point the valley is about two
We scenic the best patents for our clients,
ALFALFA
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, grain,
and the object of this offer is to encourage inventors to
potatoes and all the root, crops give Is, however, the staple crop in this keep track of their bright ideas. At the same time we Does a generaMMLnking business. Inabundant harvests. Apples and to- - county; drouth is not to be feared wish to impress upon the public the fact thai
terest paid on time tieposits.
matoes eeem peculiarly adapted to anil neither frost nor cold endsngei IT 'S THE SIMPLE, TRIVIAL INVENTIONS
THAT YIELD FORTUNES.
the soil. The population of the town it. Owing to the advantageous siui
as the
which can be easily slid up
and Blirronuding ouutiy is between ation of the county the fanners have such down
and
without breaking the passenger's back,
550 and GUI) persona,
Samuel D. WebstbB,
taken lo fattening beef cattle. Foi
other little things that most
M. Pierce,
this purpose the sales of alfalfa ar any one canandfinda thousand
President.
Frank
l'LOHA VISTA.
a way of improving;
these simple
large, frequently amounting to from inventions are the ones that bring largestandreturns to the
Vice
President.
This little village a;:d vicinity has! 500 to 1000 tons to a single buyer. author. Try to think of something to invent.
RoboBT 0. Phewitt,
a population of abort 2o!) souls. It From 1891 to 1892 the increase u
IT IS NOT SO HARD AS IT SEEMS.
V.
BaffobI), Casbit r.
Charles
is situated at about the widest parti alfalfa production amounted 70011
Patents taken out througHus receive special notice in
Assistant Cashier.
or the Ainmas valley, seveu miles tous. The averavo yield per aere is the " National Recorder, published at Washington,
L). C, which is the Dcst newspaper published in America
horn Aztec, raises tu same crops from 4 to 10 tons.
in the interests of inventors. We furnish "ear's subaland its orchards are spreading;
scription to this journal, free of cost, to all
r clients.
MINERAL WEALTH.
We also advertise, free of cost, the invention
month
falfa tields have a particularly good
which wins our $150 prize, and hundreds of thousands
THE
This whole county is underlaid of copies of the "National Recorder," containing a
appearance.
sketch of the winner, and a description of his invention,
been
FATIMINOTON.
not
havi
coai.
beds
with
The
will be scattered throughout the United States amnag
COMMERCIAL HOTEL
and manufacturers, thus bringing to then
Farmington and J unct ion Cilyf are prospected to any extent. They are capitalists
attention the merits of the invention.
T. V. BUKUESS, Pi .1
All communications regarded strictly confidential.
situated at the month of the Animas. knowD, however, to contain almost
The population is about the same as unlimited quantities of coal. On the Address
JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO.,
Colo do
at Aztec. The location is very beau- Sau Juan river, opposite Fruitland.
Durancio
of American and Foreign Patents,
tiful. At this point, the full scenic is a truly notable exposure of this val- Solicitors 618
F Street, N.W.,
beauty of the valley reveals itself. uable fuel. It stands above the river Box .185.
Washington, D. C.
From a little hill overlooking the 34 feet and is oyer 300 feet long, aud jtf- - liejcrtuce editor cfthis paper. Wriitjorentr
FIRST-CLASEVERYTHINC
pamphlet,
PR EE.
town a solid plantation of three or extends back into the bluff on a very
four square miles, includiug orchards, slight dip, it, is supposed for miles, as
alfalfa fields, graiu and meadow is there is an immense mesa stretching
seen. Here is at present the densest in that direction. Immediately across
population of the county and the on the north side of the river other
widest spread of cultivation. The huge beds appear, and these then
three valleys here converge into the stretch up the La Plata for nearly
main valley of the San Juan. There fifty miles. This coai is a hard, free
are several good stores, public stables, burning quality.
An experienced
good schools aud general facilities. Cornwall miner, who is working one
Near this town are located several of these veins on the La Plata, says
brick kilns, a saw mill and a roller he never saw mines so easily opened
process flour mill. It is a very pretty, or that so quickly yielded good merplace. Its citizens are full chantable coal. All that seems to be
of energy and public spirit.
uecesBary is to Btrip the outer layer,
which has' beeu exposed to the
LA PLATA.
weatbei
for ages, and the tine, glitTjis place can hardly be called a
material ia found, free from
tering
town. It is a compact farming comslate or "bone" aud ready for use.
munity, however, of about seventy
Some difference of opinion exists as
well cultivated homesteads at the
to the quality of this coal, but the
head of the La Plata valley. On the
of immigration cau state on
western side the land rises iu throe bureau
the authority of its agent that it is
terraces, one over the other, every of a good coking character. Some of
one or which is highly cultivated.
presence, was covered with
The sight would remind one more of it, in his tired on the ground
and in
sand aud
a Frencn. landscape than a western
a short time was roasted into a tine
community as yet removed from silver coke with a ring like metal.
railroads, and ten years ago given
The coal in this county is usually
over to the Indians as a hunting
found in a thick strata between slate
ground. .Alfalfa and fruit are the ana sandstone of a very fine grain.
principal productions. This part of
It is said that, gold aud metallic
the county is a very picture in its
iron can be found; and the best
picturesque .fertility.
The Aztecs building stone, both sandstone and
also (nought well of it, and many of granite, abound. The best mining
their monuments in the shape' of camps of Colorado and splendid minrudely pictured and sculptured rocks
eral belts in New Mexico are contigYour orders for High Grade SewiDg Machines, Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby
abound.
When railroads penetrate
uous.
Carria"es, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middleTHE l.OWEB SAN JUAN.
men's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
thiB county the.neighborhood of Olio
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
Olio, Fruitland and Jewett are sit- will afford splendid opportunities foi
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
smelters.
large
uated on the Sau Juan below itB
catalogues and note tho unapproachable bargains we are offering 30 differKv
Oin f.truirflinir WnC Illlltt llhoH
Oil. hn.
junotion with the La Plata. The tdinui
ent style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from 8&00 to 830.00 Bicycles,
Knur
mill was destroyed
of immigration tlin
population of the three is about 600 reau
bjr tire, but will be rebuilt thin summer.
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to 875.00. Those of the latter price being
persona. The greater part of the tJunotion City is just across the Animan froir
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at 8125.00. We show 150 designs
Farming Ion, but depends on Parmintcton mer
In Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
land is under a fine modern canal chants
for supplies.
We handle everything under tho sun in tho
direct importations.
and in a high state of cultivation. At
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE. BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAEPatented land with water can b6
Fruitland is oLe small orchard of
TONS. ROAD WAGONS. CARTS, HARNESS, SADDLES. ETC.
seven acres from which the annual had at from $15 to $50 per acre. Beat priocs out of reach of competition.
net return has been over $2,500 per sides this there are thousands of
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
annum for the past five veers. This acres of government, land that can be
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
is the property of the resident Mor- had for the cost of filing on it.
actual cost to builtf. In writing for catamon bishop and is cultivated accordAmong the many enterprises which
logues, state which to send, as we have a speing to the theory of his people that a would flourish in this county may be
cial catalogue for each line. Address in full
small place well cared for is more mentioned a wool scouring plant and
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
valuable than broad acreage poorly woolen mills. Water and coal are
W. Van Buren St., CHICAGO, ILL.
B 848.
farmed. It is one of the bent. inHtnnnna abundant and free. The only exrmTTTTTTTTTTTfll
of intensive culture in the territory. pense will be in developing.
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Fertile Soil Abundant Water and
Other Inducements OffereU
to Homo Seekers.
This county is oue of the garden
upota of the world, and lies on the
western slope of the great continental divide, being part of the PaAside from its great
cific water-sheresources as an agricultural and stock
country its scenery is very beautiful.
On all sides great rocky masses,
broken into picturesque formations,
are to be seen across wide, fertile
valleys. The couuty is watered by
throe large rivers, and from their
junction below Farmington the view
ia grand and impressive.
I

ARM

LAND

ON

THE SAN JOAN.

In this valley, from a point about
ten miles above Largo, there is a
narrow strip of bottom land on each
side, of the river. At the town of
Largo the river bottom widens out
into rolling mesas and bottom lands
which are available for cultivation.
The most important of those tracts
are known as the Bloomtield and Solomon mesas, which, with the bottom
lands under them, will aggregate
somewhat over 20.000 acres. They
are on the north side of the river.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the mesa lands are broken
into detached plateaus rather dillicr.lt
to irrigate. The Animas and La
Plata empty into the San Juan uear
farmington. On the two points of
land formed by the rivers are about
12,000 or 15.000 acres of line land all
under ditch. Beginning then at the
mouth of the La Plata, and for twenty
miles down the San Juan, to where
it breaks through the Hogback, (a
line of low hills) there is a continuous series of mesas with about a mile
wide of bottom land A little over
16,000 here are now under ditch. To
the north of this are a series of high
meadows, or vegas, estimated to contain 44,000 acres. Besides this, and
to bo properly considered in the San
Juan basin, are the lands on either
side of the Canon Largo, Canon
Blanco and Canon Gallego, These
will include ihe land along the river
and down to thy sixth correction
line, ncrth; south of this Hue there
townships of land,
are twenty-fou- r
the water facilities of w hich are only
about the average of the arid region.
They aie covered by the headwaters
of the Rio Chaco or Chusco aud the
Amarillo. At present this land is
devoted to cattle and sheep raising,
but the prospects of using a consid
arable areaof this land for agriculture
are very favorable. At present there
is DO demand for it and most of it is
public land.
It may be said, therefore, that in
the immediate San Juan valley there
are about 60,000 acres of land, about
50,000 acres of which are now under
.ditch. A large area outside of this,
on tLn high messs. is susceptible of
irrigation, and will ultimately be
added to the irrigable area by means
of high line ditches.
THE ANIMAS

VALLEY.

The Animas river enters the county
just ecst of the 108th meridian. It
is formed by the junction of two important torrential streams, and will
irrigate, if properly handled, 40,000
acres of fruit land. Of this amount
10,000 or 12,000 acres are already
under ditch, and it would not be wise
to advise large settlement ou any
new lands, unless some scheme were
devised by which the whole amount
ol the water could be handled by
some comprehensive authority. This
river flews thirty miles within San
Juan county. The farming lands
begiu at Cox's crossing and take in a
strip varying from a quarter of a
mile to three miles in width and
about twenty five miles in length
The Animas has a minimum flow of
WW cubic feet per second. One of
the pecnliaiitier of this and tue San
Juan river is that the bottoms are
composed of beds of small, round,
water-wor- n
boulders of unknown
depth. More water flows in this
boulder bed than on the surface.
Along in the river valley proper
there are about 18,000 acres of good
laud, the most important area of
which is from Aztec to below Flora
Vista.
FAKMISOTON OLADE.

Besides the valley of the Animas
there is an important area of land
included in the Farmiugton Glade.
an introvale between the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It i a sfrm nf
country two or three miles wide by
eighteen miles long. It will aggregate 25,000 acves of good irrigable
land well adapted to fruit raising.
Iu the glade, and beginning at about
the latitude of Aztec, is a line body
of public land, si.'iject to desert
land enLry, that would make homes
for a small colony. The ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
natural opening in the hillBide affords
asyentranee to the glade. If water
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